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W
hat does the concept of life in the country call 
to mind for you? A cottage with roses around 
the door? A grand manor house with an 
elegant drawing room and a boot room filled 

with equestrian paraphernalia? Or something altogether 
earthier and off-grid? For me, myriad images spring to mind: 
fresh air and muddy boots; village fetes and hedgerow foraging; 
jam-making and cottage-garden planting; woodland walks and 
apple trees in a kitchen garden. It is florals and tweeds, stone 
walls and wooden beams, horses clopping down the lane, a dog 
(or two, or three) by the range and – in my future vision at least 
– chickens clucking and scratching around the back door.

 This is somewhat rose-tinted, of course, (let’s not forget 
teeth-clenchingly slow wi-fi, longer commutes and more  
time spent as a taxi driver to teenagers who want to ‘have  
a life’), yet most of this depiction still holds true. Inside this 
issue, we have sought to capture and celebrate the best of 
country style and lifestyle, but hope to also offer inspiration  
no matter where you live. This decorative style need not be 
confined to rural locations – indeed some of the most inviting 
‘country-flavour’ interiors I know have been created by friends 
who live in more urban locations. 

And finally, I MUST say a heartfelt thank you and a very sad 
farewell to our incognito columnist, Mrs Minerva. After nearly 
eight years of writing for this title, her column comes to a close, 
as she makes her own (temporary?) relocation overseas. We will 
miss her insights – even the controversial ones – and wish her 
safe and happy adventures with Mr M.
 
With warmest regards,

Prize draw
The Belgravia is a beautifully proportioned occasional 
chair from the Tetrad Heritage Collection with a 
buttoned back. Shown here in Autumn Berry fabric,  
it looks equally gorgeous in any of the wide variety  
of leathers and fabrics from Tetrad, and measures 
H94cm x W70cm x D86cm. For your nearest stockist 
visit tetrad.co.uk or call 01772 792936. 
To enter: Visit our website at theenglishhome.co.uk

The winner will receive the chair upholstered exactly as shown.  
This competition is limited to UK mainland residents;  
UK mainland only delivery is included in the prize.
Closing date: 14 June.
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A letter from home

Kerryn Harper-Cuss, Editor

Follow us on Twitter @englishhometeam and 
Pinterest at pinterest.com/theenglishhome

Win this Belgravia armchair, worth £1,185, from Tetrad 
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We relish every moment we can spend alfresco. So create a  

space where the day will never want to end. 
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Indoors and out, celebrate all things summer

Visit one of our stores nationwide
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HOMEComforts
Blooming patterns 
and rich colours 
freshen interiors with 
timeless distinction   

French floristry
When dressing floor-to-ceiling windows, it seems 
appropriate to use large-scale prints, but the 
delicate contrast of dainty pattern cascading 
down full-length curtains can be a sophisticated 
breath of fresh air. Taken from an eighteenth-
century French design, this pretty fabric would 
bring a classic finesse to the upholstery of 
matching occasional chairs.
Octavia fabric, £65 a metre, Kate Forman
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Comforts
Uplifting scenery 
Enjoy a gentle hint of summer 
year-round with this lilac motif 
wallpaper – note how its soft 
hues and spacious backdrop 
create a light and airy mood.   
Lilac blossom wallpaper, £95 
a 10-metre roll, GP & J Baker

Environmentally friendly 
To create kitchens with unique 
designs, The Main Company 
makes bespoke arrangements 
using reclaimed materials.  
Rustic kitchen from £8,000 plus 
fitting, The Main Company

New direction 
Honoured at the Wool Carpet 
& Rug Awards, Roger Oates 
steps away from its 
characteristic stripes with 
this eye-catching textured 
herringbone runner.  
Westwood rust wool flatweave, 
£125 a linear metre, Roger 
Oates Floors and Fabrics

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT
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Floral sanctuary  
And So To Bed has partnered 
with fabric house Pierre Frey  
to create a luxurious bed frame 
that combines exuberant floral 
silk taffeta upholstery with  
an opulent customisable bed. 
Louis XV bed, in a Lilas 
Napoleon III Pierre Frey fabric, 
from £7,950, And So To Bed
Delicate elegance  
A romantic bird motif is ideal 
for billowing curtains, and a  
mini scale version of the print  
is available to make matching 
lamp shades and cushions. 
Birdsong old silk fabric, £54  
a metre, Peony & Sage
Midsummer shade 
A sumptuous summerhouse 
with pretty floral upholstered 
seating offers a comfortable 
and cosy garden retreat.    
Burghley Summerhouse, from 
£6,100, Scotts of Thrapston
In the corner 
Bespoke storage is the best 
way to order clutter. Create 
multiple-use areas in small 
spaces, such as a boot room.    
Hand-painted seating area and 
storage with decorative shelf, 
from £1,100, Charlie Kingham 
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CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE
Spoilt for choice  
The pattern on each of the teacup 
and saucer sets in Wedgwood’s 
new range is inspired by different 
fruit teas, from raspberry to 
lemon. To complete the set, the 
teapot, cream and sugar pots 
have a classic design that 
harmonises with each colour in 
the collection. Teacup and saucer 
set, £45; teapot, £80, Tea Garden  
Collection by Wedgwood
Colourful arrangement  
A busy wallpaper print in a neutral 
tone can be combined with lively 
splashes of colour without 
creating a scene which is 
overwhelming for the eye.    
Pienza Rafano wallpaper,  
clay ivory, £202 a 9m roll,  
C & C Milano
Country quality 
To truly commit to the country 
mood, oak beams are an 
investment that will anchor each 
room with lasting character.  
Oak architecture, from £170,000 
for a house, Border Oak  nFE
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Keep cool with ceiling fans 
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Your new online shop for modern & classic lights in the UK
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IN THE PINK

Small white rose candle, 
 £35, Nina Campbell

La Vie en Rose notebook, 
£15, Joanna Wood

Rose Pouchong tea, £12.50 for 
125g, Fortnum & Mason

Peony Fuchsia cushion made  
in the United Kingdom  
by Edinburgh Weavers, 

£60, In-spaces.com

Rose and Bee four-cup teapot, 
£59.95, Emma Bridgewater

Rose Ancienne reed diffuser,  
100ml, £23.50, Branche d’Olive

Windermere wallpaper  
in blue/pink,  

£55 for a 10-metre  
roll, Smith & Fellows at  
The Paper Partnership

Patio Floral serving tray, £45, 
Kate Spade New York

Roses-scented wax oval, to be 
buried in drawers or a linen 
cupboard, £32, Diptyque
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The endless allure of the rose has recently played muse to several 
fashion houses – Dolce & Gabbana and Victoria Beckham to  

name but two – and is now inspiring interior brands, too. From 
Vivienne Westwood’s Rose Pink cushion for The Rug Company  

(not shown) to Kate Spade’s elegantly pretty tray, the romance  
of this bloom is traversing from catwalk to home. 
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20 THE ENGLISH HOME

Blue Swallow bedding,  
from £9 for a pillowcase,  
Emma Bridgewater An artless informality, together with a mismatch of prints and 

patterns, sets an essential welcoming note in the cottage-inspired  
home with its deeply comforting nostalgic undercurrent.  

Distressed-paint finishes on furniture add a time-worn look  
whilst homemade bunting, dried hops or pony-club rosettes  

add a finishing touch to beams and over-range mantels. 

COTTAGE CHARM

Georgiano dressing-table  
swing mirror, £109.95,  

Melody Maison

Rustic Cockerel wall hooks, 
£16.95, Melody Maison

Bedwyn gathered lampshade,  
£110, Fermoie

Vintage  
ceramic coasters,  

£15 for a set of four,  
The Orchard

Romany patchwork quilt, £99, 
The French Bedroom Company

16-piece cutlery set,  
£45, Cath Kidston

C-Four wood-burning stove,  
in Almond colourway,  

£804, Charnwood

Chicken peg bag,  
£9.50, Sophie Allport

Isabella lavender heart,  
£10, Ochre & Ocre
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Elegant period notes and just a touch of grandeur suit  
the formal ehtos and classical proportions of a manor home.  

Full-length curtains frame windows with beautiful vistas,  
wing armchairs look seriously smart as well as offering  

wrap-around shelter from chills when drawn close to an  
open fire, whilst printed patterns on walls, lights and  

fabrics, and a tapestry, too, add visual warmth.

GRAND PLANS

Darwin (c1760) wallpaper in Serein, £131 a roll, 
Archive Trails collection, Little Greene

Verdure with Birds wallpaper, 
POA, Zardi & Zardi

Huntingdon round 
lantern in brass, 
£1,386, Vaughan

Pheasant table lamp, 
Blue, £1,100,  

Nicholas Haslam

Pair of silver pheasants (small),  
£2,000, Patrick Mavros

Lennox wing chair with  
hand-carved detail, £4,688 
plus 8.5 metres of fabric,  
The Odd Chair Company 

Bespoke curtain poles by  
Royal warrant holder  

Hunter & Hyland, POA

Classically proportioned kitchen, 
from £30,000, Christopher Peters

Armorial Coat 
of Arms log 

bin, £199,  
Cowshed 
Interiors

Adessa table lamp, 
Emerald, £755, 

Nicholas Haslam
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Orb 3  
Light with  

Byron shades, 
£1,288.50 

David Hunt 
Lighting

Pared-back luxury is often the best way to showcase the natural  
grace and patina of the original architectural structure of  

an elegant barn conversion. A muted palette of flint, ochre,  
sage, mushroom and duck-egg blue is the perfect understated 

accompaniment to natural tweeds and wools, rust-effect metals  
and indigenous woods to set a gentle backdrop for life and  
a sense of authenticity, albeit with a modern undercurrent.

RUSTIC NOTES

May side table in steam-bent oak, 
£995, Tom Raffield

Farndon oak leaf two-arm wall 
light with rust-and-gilt finish,  

£433, Brabin & Fitz

Mallard Duck framed print  
by Gracie Tapner, 27cm x 33cm, 

£30, Pastel Lane

Bespoke 
planked oak 
door with 
traditional 
ironwork,  
POA,  
Stuart Interiors

Georgian  
cabinets and 

counters £20,000, 
sink and taps £550,  

Unfitted Kitchens

Aysgarth throw in 
mushroom, £75, 
Bronte by Moon

Upholstery fabrics in  
100 per cent wool,  
from £118 a metre,  

Teasel England

Gorrivan bed in  
Highland Court  

100 per cent wool 
fabric, from £14,000, 

Savoir Beds

Shake sideboard  
£2,800, Sebastian Cox 
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EARLY BOOKING 
BONANZA 

Award-winning escorted holidays in our best ever

TRAVEL ADVENTURES 
FROM JUST £799pp

23 BRAND NEW 
HOLIDAYS FOR 2017

VIP DOOR-TO-DOOR 
TRANSFERS INCLUDED†

SPECIAL OFFERS FOR 
SOLO TRAVELLERS

SAVE UP TO £600 PER PERSON
Maximum discounts when you book early

FREE 6-BOTTLE CASE OF WINE
for bookings made by 15 May 2016*

S
M

F
f

*Bookings made between 1 April and 15 May 2016. Applies only to holidays booked from 
the Early Booking Bonanza brochure. †VIP Service not available on Scottish Isles or Sark. 
Prices subject to availability at time of booking. Calls free from BT landlines, mobiles may vary.

Call today for your FREE brochure on 0800 988 5819
quoting EG1 3GE or visit titantravel.co.uk

Book by 30 June 2016

£99
DEPOSIT

2 0 1 5  W I N N E R

Open Monday to Friday 9am-6pm, Saturday 9am-5pm, Sunday 10am-4pm



Showrooms:  *Bristol 0117 923 8915  *Cambridge 01223 460377   Cheltenham 01242 512087   *Guildford 01483 537717  
*Harrogate 01423 531073   Leamington Spa 01926 334506  *London W1 020 7629 2019  *Manchester 0161 834 7466   

Marlow 01628 481114  *St Albans 01727 845828  *Tunbridge Wells 01892 536286  *Witney 01993 776682

*These showrooms are open on Sundays.

Visit our website 

**Quote the voucher code WBEH100 for an additional £100 saving. T&Cs apply.

Beautifully crafted English sofas, with Spending Savings**

www.wesley-barrell.co.uk    For our brochure call 01993 893130  

as you
Save

Spend
OFFER

NOW ON** 
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Diary – events worth noting

RURAL REVELRY Knepp Castle in West 
Sussex will host The Floral Fringe Fair, 
an eclectic countryside event with a vintage 
twist, featuring local food, wildlife, art, 
plants, health and all things green. There 
will be classic cars and vintage stalls, and 
makers will showcase handmade items.
4–5 June; floralfringefair.co.uk

GARDEN CHARM 
Learn how to make 
an original garden 
adornment from 
chicken wire at a 
one-day workshop 
in Farthingstone, 
Northamptonshire. 
Choose to make 

a chicken, goose or bird of prey to take 
home, with expert help and guidance 
from sculptor Lindsay Waring. Suitable 
for both beginners and intermediates.
4 June; btcworkshops.co.uk

WEAVE YOUR WAY Expert basketmaker 
Nadine Anderson will pass on her intricate 
skills and knowledge at Wicken Fen Visitor 
Centre in Cambridgeshire. Learn how to 
make a traditional trug and a bird feeder 
made of willow at this one-day workshop.
25 June; nationaltrust.org.uk

NOTEBOOK

The National Trust 
Cookbook by Clive 
Goudercourt (£20, 
National Trust Books)

They serve 2.68 million 
home-made cakes and 600,000 bowls of 
soup each year, and now the National 
Trust’s 200 cafes are sharing their recipes 
in a new cookbook. Featuring a diverse 
range of recipes, from steak-and-ale pie 
to pumpkin pearl-barley risotto, as well 
as scones, puddings, and historical recipes 
such as Churchill’s favourite beef stew 
and the plum cake recipe handed down 
to Beatrix Potter by her mother.

Our monthly digest of inside information on people, places and pursuits 

THE ENGLISH HOME

Polo: sport of  princes

A Good Read

PURSUITS



Played in England since 1869, 
polo has become an integral part 
of refined English countryside 
society, and June is the perfect 
time to watch it, with the best 
matches being at Guards Polo 
Club in Berkshire, Cowdray Park 
Polo Club in West Sussex and 
Cirencester Park and Beaufort 
Polo Clubs in Gloucestershire. 
Avoid sinking into the grass 
with wedge heels or elegant 
flats, and join in the half-time 
divot-treading tradition.
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What makes an Albion bath unique?
Our exclusive bath material creates a difference you can feel....

ALBION
Handmade bathrooms directly from our factory

Request your brochure on: 01255 831605 or go to: www.albionbathco.com
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David Austin
Iconic rose breeder David Austin 
celebrated his 90th birthday this year 
and more than six decades in business.
Having started breeding roses as a 
hobby when he was a teenager, David 
soon progressed from taking orders 
across his kitchen table to running a 
business selling a beautiful collection 
of roses that are of worldwide renown.

David Austin Roses launches three 
new roses this year: ‘Imogen’, which 
has delicately frilled petals and soft 
lemon blooms; ‘Bathsheba’, a fragrant 
English climbing rose with apricot, 
pink and yellow flowers; and ‘Roald 
Dahl’, created to commemorate the 
writer’s centenary, and which has 
peach-coloured flowers in memory 
of his book, James And The Giant Peach. 

A percentage from the sale of each 
‘Roald Dahl’ rose will be donated to 
Roald Dahl’s Marvellous Children’s 
Charity, which helps seriously ill 
children across the UK.
davidaustinroses.co.uk

THE ENGLISH HOME 29

When Susie Hetherington’s children were small, the delightful details of nature would 
catch her eye during long walks with the pushchair around the Stroud valleys. A graphic 
designer by trade, she was inspired to sketch these details and turn the sketches into 
intricate block prints, printing detailed repeats on fabric by hand. Having started out 
by selling to family and friends and through a local shop, demand has grown to such an 
extent that she has now unveiled a whole collection of fabrics, cushions and lampshades. 
Seven nature-inspired designs are available in various colours from susiehetherington.co.uk

  

 The Queen



PEOPLE

Susie Hetherington

Although born on 21 April 1926, 
Her Majesty The Queen’s 90th 
birthday is to be celebrated with 
a glittering panoply of pomp 
and circumstance over the 
weekend of her official birthday, 
which falls on Saturday 11 June.  

The first event of the weekend 
is to be a televised National 
Service of Thanksgiving in 
St Paul’s Cathedral on Friday 10 
June, attended by The Queen 
and HRH Prince Philip. Trooping 
the Colour, taking place on 
Saturday 11 June at Horse Guards 
Parade, will be followed by an 
RAF fly-past, watched by the 
Royal Family from the balcony 
at Buckingham Palace.

The Patron’s Lunch, one of 
the largest-ever street parties 
with 10,000 guests – including 
The Queen – takes place on 
The Mall on Sunday 12 June to 
celebrate her patronage of over 
600 charities and organisations. 

Thousands are expected to 
flock to London to soak up the 
atmosphere. royal.gov.uk

Saturday 11 June at Horse Guards 
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The Pony & Trap
Country pub The Pony & Trap at Chew 
Magna has breathtaking views across 
the Chew Valley and was recently ranked 
the fifth best gastropub in the UK.

When young brother and sister Josh 
and Holly Eggleton took over this 
200-year-old pub just outside Bristol 

in 2006, they lovingly restored its original features and 
introduced fine dining, winning a Michelin star five years 
later, which they have retained ever since.

Sourcing ingredients as locally as possible, chef patron 
Josh changes the menu daily to make the most of the 
fresh produce, with an emphasis on simplicity, seasonality 
and sustainability. Feast on the likes of pork loin with 
glazed cheek, cauliflower, apple and cider vinegar, or 
squab pigeon with rainbow chard, hash browns and 
sour cherry, followed by sticky ale pudding. 
theponyandtrap.co.uk

Royal Academy of  Arts

30 THE ENGLISH HOME

Bovey Castle
Indulge in a luxurious 
escape to the countryside 
at Bovey Castle in Devon.

Set in 275 acres of 
private grounds in 
Dartmoor National Park, 
this historic country house 
hotel has undergone 
a multi-million-pound 
refurbishment and 
redesign by NH Interiors 
and Marian Cartter which 
is nearing completion, 
with exquisite results. 

Its 63 bedrooms exude 
warmth and elegance, 
as do the 22 self-contained 
holiday lodges. The spa 
includes a glorious Art 
Deco-style swimming pool 
and outdoor activities 
include tennis, falconry 
and golf on the 18-hole 
course, designed in 1926 
to rival Gleneagles.

With two restaurants, 
spectacular views across 
Dartmoor, outstanding 
service and great attention 
to detail, this is a refined 
yet relaxing destination.
boveycastle.com

Discover a technicolour world of 
immersive creativity at The Royal 
Academy of Arts Summer Exhibition. 

The world’s largest open-entry 
exhibition, it has taken place every 
year since 1769. A team of Royal 
Academicians has whittled 12,000 
entries down to around 1,200 artworks 
for this year’s show, selecting them 
purely on merit, enabling new artists 
to showcase their work alongside 
established names in front of an 
international audience.

A bastion of the English cultural 
summer, this year’s exhibition will run 
from 13 June to 21 August in London, 
curated by leading British sculptor 
and Royal Academician Richard 
Wilson, and the majority of the 
artworks on display will be for sale.
royalacademy.org.uk FE
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The Pony & Trap
Country pub The Pony & Trap at Chew 
Magna has breathtaking views across 
the Chew Valley and was recently ranked 
the fifth best gastropub in the UK.

and Holly Eggleton took over this 
200-year-old pub just outside Bristol 

The Pony & Trap
Country pub The Pony & Trap at Chew 
Magna has breathtaking views across 
the Chew Valley and was recently ranked 
the fifth best gastropub in the UK.
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Free entry 
with this 
voucher

New English Art Club Annual Open Exhibition 2016
16 to 25 June
Over 400 new paintings, drawings and prints

The Mall, London SW1
www.mallgalleries.org.uk
Image: Paul Curtis NEAC Sweet Peas, St Ives, Cornwall (detail)

NEAC English Home advert.indd   1 19/04/2016   11:30
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A vintage cabinet provides storage for 
crockery and glasses. Similar cabinets 

can be sourced by Howe. A thirties 
advertising poster for a French aperitif 

adds a quirky note. AntikBar sells similar.

Cotswold   
WITH A TWIST

A historic dower house set deep within the 
Cotswold hills has been given a luxurious update 

WORDS JO LEEVERS  PHOTOGRAPHY RACHAEL SMITH
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ABOVE The house 
has been extended, 

but retains its 
handsome Georgian 
façade. The gardens 

continue down to 
meadows and hills 
beyond. The views 

are spectacular.
LEFT A beautifully 

carved, antique 
French sofa provides 

a resting place for 
the family cat. Similar 
items can be sourced 

by Decorative 
Antiques UK.

RIGHT A stack of 
suitcases makes a 

stylish storage 
option. The vintage 

sporting poster is  
a local find.
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The classically English character of this 
quintessential Cotswold home is very much 
part of its allure, but beyond the front door,  
the decor holds a few modern twists and 

surprises.  The six-bedroom home has been imaginatively 
reworked by interior designer Georgie Pearman, who was 
given an exciting brief by the owner: a high-profile fashion 
entrepreneur who is keen to retain his family’s privacy.  
“He wanted to give the old-school setting a slightly ‘cooler’ 
character,” she explains. He had admired Georgie’s work 
in several local boutique hotels dotted around the 
Cotswolds – No. 131 The Promenade, No. 38 The 
Park in nearby Cheltenham and The Wheatsheaf in 
Northleach – all part of The Lucky Onion group. 
“When we met to discuss how I could help finish the 
design of his family home, he simply said: ‘Georgie, do 
what you did for your hotels – something that feels 
luxurious and comfortable, but is still quirky and a bit 
different.’” It was a fabulous opportunity to reimagine 

ABOVE The original 
Cotswold stone 
hearth has been 
adapted for an Aga 
range cooker and is 
complemented by a 
Shaker-style kitchen. 
The kitchen is 
painted in a bespoke 
shade of blue/grey.
LEFT Seating at the 
long dining room 
table is a mixture  
of high-backed chairs 
and a rustic bench,  
to add a more 
informal feel. 
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this house.” Georgie set about sourcing unusual 
antiques, industrial-feel lighting and a host of artefacts 
from exotic locations, all of which serve to bring a fresh 
elegance to the house’s handsome frame. After her 
initially wide brief, she was also given a few steers. “I was 
asked to avoid furniture that was too obviously glossy, 
urban and contemporary, as that wouldn’t suit the 
period of the house,” she says. In addition, her finds 
would need to complement the existing kitchen and 
some favourite pieces of furniture. And there was one 
final proviso: “Absolutely no florals!” she laughs.

As a result, Georgie has concentrated on richly 
textured yet plain fabrics and used her well-honed eye 
to source objects and furniture from distant 
destinations, which chimed with the owner’s personal 
love of travel. “Just as you choose clothes that suit your 
character, furniture and interior style should also 
reflect who you are and where you’ve been,” she  
adds. “It should add to a house’s stature whilst still 
reflecting the owner’s character, too.”

The house’s own well-designed roots date back to the 
early seventeenth century, when it was built as the 
dower house for the neighbouring manor house, and 
was where the widow – or dowager – of the original 
estate owner would have lived upon her husband’s 
death. However, this belies the scale and style of this 
particular house, which was extended by subsequent 
generations and is now Grade II listed. Tall ceilings, 
lighted sash windows that look out over the expansive 
south-west lawns, generous doorways and decorative 
mouldings all speak of its handsome historic past.

In the sitting room, the sofas are sink-into velvet  
and there are antique leather club chairs positioned  
by the tall, shuttered windows to reflect the house’s 
heritage. To contrast with the more classical base layer 
of the house, Georgie has added lamps with bases 
made from salvaged barrels and tea canisters and 
chunky, natural-weave rugs.  

Art also helps give a unique character to each of the 
rooms, ranging from vintage French posters to a set of 

ABOVE Soft velvet 
sofas by Sofas & Stuff  

are designed for 
lounging. The throws 
are by Three Thieving 
Magpies. Lamps from 

Original House 
Interiors are mounted 

on vintage barrels. 
Two collections of 

pressed plants frame 
the fireplace.

 

“The house has a grand character and feels quintessentially British”
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TOP RIGHT A vintage 
grape carrier from  
the legendary 
Châteauneuf-du-Pape  
wine-producing area 
makes an interesting 
centrepiece in the 
capacious fireplace.  
In winter, the hearth is 
laid with a log fire.
MIDDLE RIGHT The view 
of the sitting room from 
the entrance hall.
BOTTOM RIGHT Unusual 
mirrors are a feature of 
The Lucky Onion hotels, 
a look echoed on the 
first-floor landing and 
throughout the house. 
For similar try Oka.
BELOW The dressing 
room adjoining the 
bathroom is decorated  
in soothing tones, with 
oak flooring underfoot. 
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artist’s prints by Matisse. More eclectic wall art includes 
bold circus lettering in the downstairs cloakroom and 
the framed pages of a collection of pressed flowers and 
plants in the living room. “Georgie has a knack for 
spotting unusual and vintage pieces,” says the owner. 
“She thinks about colour, tone and scale – but then 
presents them in a way that’s fresh and exciting. I’d 
never have thought of framed vintage leaves from a 
collector’s book, but they feel very appropriate for a 
house that is full of interesting finds and surrounded  
by the beautiful Cotswold countryside.”

Life in the fashion industry means a busy business 
schedule with lots of travel overseas, but the owner 
loves returning to his Gloucestershire home. “The top 
floor is dedicated to rooms for my children,” he says, 
“but the first floor has plenty of extra space for guests 
to stay for the weekend. This is a very sociable house.” 

Georgie wanted to recreate the comfortable yet luxe 
mood of the hotels that her client so admires, but was 
aware of the difference in translating the look to a 
domestic setting. “Unlike a hotel, a family home 

ABOVE A chic  
armchair by Howe, 
upholstered in 
charcoal linen, 
introduces a 
sophisticated note  
in a guest bedroom. 
For a similar lantern 
light try Hector Finch.
LEFT The largest 
bedroom has a 
hotel-suite mood 
with a majestic 
free-standing bath  
by William Holland. 
Oversized mirrors 
from Lorfords add to 
the luxe experience.
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has to fit together and work as a whole,” she explains. 
“Even with its large scale, there is still a flow and ease 
to the rooms, and I wanted the decor to bring that 
out.” The master bedroom benefits from a hotel-style 
feature the owner could not resist: a free-standing 
bateau bath tub. “Guests love to nab this room,” 
Georgie smiles. The owner prefers his more modest 
bedroom along the corridor, which has more of a 
cottage feel thanks to its original timber beams.  

Gloucestershire is a particularly good hunting 
ground for antiques and, whilst the owner already  
had several heirlooms and precious items from his 
previous residence, Georgie added to his existing 
collection in a seamless way. “Adding antiques to your 
home – or to a hotel room – definitely makes a space 
feel more special, more like a one-off,” says Georgie. 
The result is a home that is redolent of hotel luxury 
within the setting of a well-loved family home.  n

ABOVE A stone 
vanity unit lends  

this bathroom  
a baronial air, 

complemented by 
ornate mirrors  
by Lorfords. A 

hand-painted Indian 
cabinet by Trading 

Boundaries is used for  
bathroom storage.  

Drummonds sells 
black bateau baths.  

RIGHT A collection of 
Matisse prints from 

Etalage add creative 
character to the 

master bedroom. 
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Classic antiques and stylish 
Scandinavian heirlooms combine 

seamlessly in this charming  
West Country home

 
FEATURE PAT GARRATT PHOTOGRAPHS DAVID GILES

CREAM
Cornish
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MAIN The sitting room retains  
its original Georgian panelling. 
The three seascapes, in the style 
of Charles Napier Hemy, date 
from the 1930s and were found at 
an auction. The Limerick sofas are 
by Sofa Workshop.
TOP LEFT The entrance hall walls 
are painted in Whiting by Farrow 
& Ball and the two Swedish chairs 
were found in an antiques shop  
in Lostwithiel.
BOTTOM LEFT The book-lined 
library provides a cosy area for 
Nellie the Giant Schnauzer and 
Betty the Skye Terrier to snooze.

THE ENGLISH HOME 43
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T ucked away down a mile-long Cornish  
lane lies a magical Georgian farmhouse  
set in 20 acres of pasture, woodland and  
sub-tropical garden. The house’s owners, 

Raphaela (or Raphs) and Kristofer Allerfeldt, a senior 
lecturer in American History at Exeter University, 
make good use of the extensive grounds, growing their 
own fruit and rearing a flock of pedigree Texel sheep. 

A few years ago, when the Allerfeldts decided to 
relocate from their previous house near Truro, they 
struggled to find a property that fitted all their criteria. 
Unsurprisingly, they were smitten by this house and  
its location the first time they saw it. “We had been 
looking for some time for an old house with plenty of 
land, yet which had privacy and which was close to the 
coast,” explains Raphs. “Here we are only ten minutes 
from the sea even though we are inland. The house 
was built in the 1750s for an old Cornish family, the 

Grylls – Bear Grylls, the television adventurer, is  
one of their descendants. The original Grylls were 
merchant bankers in nearby Helston.”

Although Raphs worked in an estate agency at the 
time, she had always harboured a desire to run her own 
business. Now, with their two daughters, Matilda and 
Frederika, both at university, the time seemed right  
to strike out in this new direction, and the farmhouse, 
called Ennys, presented the perfect opportunity. 

It had been run for many years as a hotel with  
a swimming pool, tennis court and self-catering 
accommodation in adjacent farm buildings. The idea 
of taking this over appealed to Raphs and Kristofer,  
so they decided to give this new business venture a try, 
and moved into the house in the spring of 2014. “It 
was up and running when we arrived,” says Raphs,  
“so we simply picked up the reins.” After a while, they 
decided to turn the house back into a family home, 

ABOVE The light-
filled kitchen has an 

oil-fired Aga and a 
Delabole slate floor. 
The wall behind the 

Aga is covered in 
blackboard paint.  

“I saw this idea at a 
friend’s house,” 

Raphaela says. “Now 
I can write reminders 

to myself and 
shopping lists.” 
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ABOVE Raphs has 
created a cosy 
window seat for 
people to sit in and 
chat to her whilst  
she is cooking.
BELOW The pretty 
china chimes well with 
the country style 
interior. For similar 
china, try Spode.  

RIGHT The glazed 
dresser, pine table 
and chairs – which 
were painted by 
Raphs – all came  
from the couple’s 
previous house. 
Similar dressers  
can be found at The 
Cotswold Company.
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The grandfather clock in the hall 
(seen here from the side), which is 
French, came from an antiques shop 
in Tetbury, Gloucestershire. “It used 
to chime on the half hour and on  
the hour,” says Raphs, “but Kristofer 
stopped its chimes as they were too 
noisy for our teenage daughters.” 
Brightly-coloured kilim rugs cover  
the ancient Delabole slate floor. 
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although retaining the farm buildings as a self-catering 
business. “Changing a hotel back into a private house 
has been a challenge,” explains Raphs. “What used  
to be the hotel dining room, with six tables in it, is 
now our sitting room. And what used to be the sitting 
and television room for the hotel guests is now our 
dining room.” Plus, there is a limit to how much the 
couple can do to modernise the house because it is 
Grade II* listed. “We can’t put in double glazing,” 
Raphs continues, “and the eighteenth-century 
flagstones in the hall and the panelling in the sitting 
room can’t be removed – not that we would want to,  
as they are beautiful.” 

Several of the rooms have the original shutters which 
Raphs has been at pains to maintain. “We haven’t 
bothered with curtains in the rooms with shutters. 
There have obviously never been curtain poles in these 
rooms because the cornicing would have made them 
tricky to put up, and we always close the shutters on 
winter evenings,” she says. 

More challenging were other changes made in the 
house, such as to the master bedroom and its tiny  
en suite. “We wanted more space in the bedroom and 
a bigger bath,” Raphs says, “so we knocked down the 
plasterboard partition between the two, and because 
the pipework was already there, we decided to put a 
free-standing bath in the bedroom.” With an extractor 
fan overhead to avoid humidity and a water-resistant 
carpet underfoot, the revamped bedroom now has the 

The setting is peaceful and the  
birdsong is unbelievable

LEFT The glazed 
cabinet by the door 
came from Pilgrim 
Antiques in Honiton.  
“I believe it is 
French,” Raphs says.
BELOW The couple 
were fortunate to 
inherit this beautiful, 
inlaid set of dining 
chairs, table and 
sideboard from 
Kristofer’s Swedish 
family. The room was 
already blessed with 
a fine wooden floor 
which Raphs has  
kept rug-free for 
practical and 
aesthetic reasons.
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appeal of a luxurious spa. “I put the radio on, lie back 
and just relax. I love it,” Raphs says with a smile. 

As the family name suggests, Kristofer is Swedish, 
and he still maintains links with his mother country. 
“I’m very inspired by Swedish taste; I love the light 
interiors and clean, uncluttered style,” says Raphs. 
“Luckily Kristofer agrees, so we have chosen a mix of 
whites and greys for the walls throughout.” Swedish 
furniture has been added to the mix of English 
antiques. Several pieces have come from Kristofer’s 
Swedish family home, including the magnificent, 
inlaid-wood dining table, chairs and sideboard and  
a striking oil painting in the hall showing Kristofer’s 
grandmother in formal wear. A fortuitous find were 
the two wooden chairs by the front door. Painted in 
the softest blue-grey and classically Swedish, they were 
actually found in England, in an antiques shop in 

ABOVE The walls  
in the master 
bedroom are in 
Wimborne White by 
Farrow & Ball. The 
side tables and chest 
of drawers are from  
a local antiques shop. 
LEFT A free-standing 
bath in the master 
bedroom adds to the 
feeling of luxury. The 
Cambridge bath from 
Bathstore is similar.
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Lostwithiel. “The paint colour is original,” says Raphs. 
“I wasn’t tempted to repaint them as I’d never have 
been able to match that precise shade.” To enhance 
the feeling of warmth in the house, the old gas fire in 
the sitting room has been replaced by a wood-burning 
stove and kilims cover the slate floors. 

At the heart of the kitchen is the warmth-exuding 
cream-coloured Aga. The house’s original Aga had 
been recovered from a school nearby, but Raphs 
decided to replace it with a modern, oil-fired version 
with four ovens. “I use them all,” laughs Raphs. “They 
are especially good for stews and roasts. You can get 
away with murder by cooking on an Aga!”

Far from the madding crowds of summertime in 
Cornwall, this lovely house fulfils all the couple’s needs. 
“When we have time off, we can walk through the trees 
to the river Hale and carry on along the towpath to the 
village of St Erth,” says Raphs. “The setting is peaceful 
and the birdsong is unbelievable. We are incredibly 
lucky to be able to live and work here.”  n

ABOVE A cottage in 
the grounds offers 

this soothing, 
blue-and-white 

bedroom to guests. 
The woodwork is 

painted in a 
refreshing Ochre 

White from the  
Dulux Heritage 
range. A similar 

bedspread is the 
Arolla by Urbanara.

RIGHT This sheltered 
spot in the garden is 

perfect for dining 
outdoors in the 

summer months. 
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Time and careful consideration has resulted in a 
beautifully restored home for the Hughes family

FEATURE KATY MCLEAN PHOTOGRAPHS DAN BALL STYLING JILL SHEARER

PERFECTION
Planned to

This sitting room is mainly 
used in winter, the roaring fire 
creating a cosy space. The 
hand-embroidered curtain fabric 
is Goldfinch by Chelsea Textiles, 
and the rope tie-backs are by 
George Spencer Designs. The 
sofas are by Kingcome Sofas. 
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Planning a home can be an enjoyable and 
fulfilling task. However, small yet important 
details can often be overlooked and decisions 
rushed whilst trying to meet deadlines and 

time frames. Not so for the Hughes family. 
With the luxury of time, and a guest cottage to live 

in, Harry and his wife Charlotte were able to spend 
several months designing the interior of their dream 
home, with every detail carefully considered to suit the 
way they wanted to live. “After we bought the house, 
we spent a year doing up the guest cottage whilst living 
in the main house,” Harry explains. “We spent this 
time thinking about how we wanted to use each room, 
how the flow of the house worked and where we would 
spend our time depending on where the sun rose and 
set. Once the cottage was completed, we moved in  
and set about working on the house.” Such foresight, 
and the ability to plan sensibly, has resulted in a 
tailor-made home that works for the couple, their 

children and their four dogs. “The house is as much 
for the dogs as it is for us,” laughs Harry. 

The house was built in 1830 by the first Duke  
of Wellington, who had a number of small farms for 
tenant farmers built on his estate when he moved to 
Hampshire after the Battle of Waterloo. A few of the 
farmhouses had to be sold by the estate in the 1970s 
due to high estate duties, so when Harry and Charlotte 
bought the property in 2008, they discovered there had 
only been two previous owners. “The house hadn’t 
been touched since an extension was added in the 
1980s,” Harry explains. “It was a mixture of old and 
new and, as we did not want a modern house, we 
completely gutted it and set about renovating. We  
kept as many of the original features as we could,  
and reinstated features that would be in keeping  
with a property of that period.”

Each room was stripped back to the plaster, 
insulated plasterboard was installed in the older 

ABOVE The kitchen, 
by Smallbone of 

Devizes, is painted in 
Cooking Apple Green 
by Farrow & Ball, and 

is partnered with 
granite worktops. 

It is situated in what 
used to be the old 
dairy and has been 

extended to include  
a dining area and  

a sitting room.  
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ABOVE The classic 
Georgian facade has 
remained unchanged 
since it was built in 
1830 by the first 
Duke of Wellington.
LEFT Charlotte is  
the keen cook of  
the family, preparing 
delicious food for 
family and friends 
using the much-loved 
four-oven Aga. 
FAR LEFT 
Upholstered seats  
at the breakfast  
bar provide a 
comfortable place  
to sit and chat  
to Charlotte  
whilst she cooks.  
For similar chairs try 
The Dining Chair 
Company.  
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parts, and all the chimneys were rebuilt to ensure  
that they would draw well and create a cosy home  
in winter. “We also replaced or restored all of the 
flooring, cornicing, wiring and plumbing, and turned 
one bedroom into an en-suite bathroom.” 

It would be hard to avoid pitfalls when undertaking 
such a large project but, as Harry confides, “Having 
spent a year living in the house and planning it all,  
we knew exactly what we needed to do, so it was plain 
sailing. However,” he continues, “spending so long on 
a project inevitably means there is time to think of new 
things you want to put in. So a seven-month schedule 
turned into a 20-month schedule and our budget 
almost doubled. But it was time and money well 
spent,” he reveals. “Because we had lived in the house 
before work began, we knew how we operated and it 
gave us time to think of the things which  
would make our lives easier – such as having a  

shower attachment outside so we can wash the dogs  
in warm water, which is nicer for them and for us.” 

Once the building plans were in place, the couple 
commissioned the services of interior designer John 
McCall, which Harry claims is “the best move we ever 
made. If ever my wife and I disagreed, then John’s was 
the deciding vote. It saved a huge number of potential 
arguments.” The couple wanted to create a home that 
was colourful and could cheer up even the greyest of 
days, so a soft palette runs throughout the house, each 
room with its own identity, and with quite different 
colours, from greens to reds to pale blues, yet there  
is coherence and unity. 

During their year of planning, the couple collected 
pieces of furniture and art for their new home from 
antiques fairs. “The most fun part for me was finding 
the art,” remembers Harry. “John is man of impeccable 
taste so I’d always ask his opinion on things, too.”

“It gives me huge satisfaction that there is very little we 
would do differently or would want to change.”

ABOVE The hallway 
unites colours used in 
the house, with some 
of the stronger green 
and red tones artfully 

used in harmony.  
The couple sourced 

furniture over the 
course of a year. “The 
Battersea Decorative 

Antiques & Textiles 
Fair was one of our 

main sources,” 
reveals Harry. 
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ABOVE The sitting 
room next to the 
kitchen continues  
the pale green  
theme of the kitchen 
cabinets. This area 
was newly built to 
replace a modern 
conservatory. 
LEFT The wood-
panelled dining  
room is one of 
Harry’s favourite 
spaces in the house. 
The carpet is by  
Stark carpets and the 
Chloe Carver chairs 
are by The Dining 
Chair Company. 
FAR LEFT With its 
padded suede and 
linen walls, a large 
screen and integrated 
sound system, the 
television room is 
where the family  
likes to relax and 
enjoy films. 
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The kitchen is in what used to be the old dairy and has 
adjoining dining and sitting areas, the latter in a new 
extension. A pale green palette provides a common 
thread in each of these spaces. “We chose a painted 
kitchen, in Farrow & Ball’s Cooking Apple Green, 
because we felt there was a lot of wood in the house 
already,” Harry explains. “All the doors and skirtings 
had been replaced, using Dorchester-on-Thames firm 
Hallidays, and the dining room has pine panelling, 
so we felt an oak kitchen would clash.” 

The dining room is one of Harry’s favourite rooms 
in the house. “In many homes, the dining room is  
shut off from the rest of the house and is rarely used.  
We knocked through two rooms in the centre of the 
house to create ours and you have to walk through it  
to get to the kitchen, so even if it is used infrequently, 
it is always seen and always looks fabulous,” says Harry. 
However, his most treasured space is one of the barns, 

ABOVE The master 
bedroom is in a 

gentle aqua palette. 
The bedspread is 

bespoke, made from  
Wisteria, Sea Foam 
by Chelsea Textiles.

RIGHT A pretty 
glass-topped 

dressing table  
is decorated with 

hints of aqua along 
the drawers in 

keeping with the 
colour scheme of  

the bedroom. 
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which has been transformed into an entertaining 
space. “The outbuildings really sold it to us. When 
making the move from London, it is important  to  
have something sufficiently attractive to make you  
do the dreaded daily commute. With the barn we can 
have large dinner parties for 18 people, and we have 
pool tables for the boys and plenty of room by the fire 
for the girls.” With all this space in the house and in 
the outbuildings, the couple can welcome their family 
and friends to enjoy the house throughout the year.

Designed to suit their lifestyle perfectly, the family  
is well and truly settled in this lovely home. “It gives 
me huge satisfaction that there is very little we would 
do differently and that, eight years on, there is nothing 
we want to change,” declares Harry. A testament to the 
benefit of careful planning and taking one’s time.  n

ABOVE Each guest 
bedroom has its own 
identity. In this room, 

Feather Stripe linen 
by Colefax & Fowler  

has been used for the 
headboard, curtains 
and coronet drape.   

RIGHT The brightly-
coloured curtain 

fabric in this guest 
bedroom is Bursa  

by Vaughan. 
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Antiques & Antiquity

Caroline and Bryan’s English Springer 
Spaniel, Oscar, chooses a strategic spot 
alongside the reconditioned Aga, which 
was sourced from West Country Cookers 
and teamed with a simple, off-white 
kitchen by Howdens. The travertine 
flooring was a keenly priced online buy 
from Floors of Stone. The ceiling and walls 
are painted in Linnet White by Dulux.
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A beautifully restored Devon 
longhouse is the perfect backdrop  

for a diverse blend of art and antiques
FEATURE ANNABELLE GRUNDY PHOTOGRAPHS COLIN POOLE
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T hree years ago, Caroline and Bryan Mason 
found themselves facing a ‘now or never’ 
moment following a rewarding ten years  
in rural France. Caroline’s antiques and 

interiors business had expanded as far as its country 
location allowed, and their daughters, Emily and 
Harriet, were ready to start broadening their horizons. 
“We were living in a beautiful house we’d restored,  
but it was quite remote,” Caroline explains. “Both girls 
had reached a convenient stage school-wise, and we felt 
it would be a good opportunity to return to England.” 
The couple decided to settle in Devon, where Caroline 
had grown up and where several of her friends had 
returned to over the years.  

When it came to trying to find a house for the 
family to live in, Caroline and Bryan decided to  
look for a home that would not need substantial work, 
despite their shared love of old houses and extensive 
experience of renovating them. However, their plan 
soon went awry, as none of the renovated properties 
they saw during various house-hunting trips to Devon 

had been modernised to their taste. It was only  
when they broke their rule and viewed a run-down 
farmhouse in Dartmoor that things finally began to  
fall into place. “We absolutely loved it,” says Caroline, 
“It had the space and character we wanted, as well as 
some outbuildings and a gorgeous garden. We could 
see the possibilities straightaway, although we also 
realised it needed a huge amount of work.” 

The couple had fallen for a traditional, thatched 
longhouse with fifteenth-century origins. Built 
lengthwise on a gentle slope, it would have once 
accommodated a farming family in the higher  
half of the house and livestock in the lower half. 

Although the house had been modernised and 
extended over the years, it felt tired and neglected,  
and the existing layout felt confused. The wide 
cross-passage in the centre of the house, which would 
have originally run from the front through to the  
back, had been partitioned haphazardly, and a modern 
pine staircase blocked the natural flow. The kitchen 
had an ancient range, the bathroom was chilly and 

LEFT The restored 
cross-passage with 
the recently-exposed 
‘plank and muntin’ 
screen. The large 
wooden chest is an 
eighteenth-century 
English piece.  
ABOVE Removing 
sheets of plywood 
from the walls in the 
sitting room exposed 
the characterful, 
original surface.  
The cushions are in 
Antoinette linen by  
Kate Forman. 
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ABOVE The sitting 
room’s tranquil mood 
was created by using 

Little Greene’s  
Pearl Colour Dark  

on the walls.  
The marble-topped 

chest of drawers  
is a French  

antique, and the 
nineteenth-century 

armoire conceals the 
television. Caroline 
says, “I’d far rather 

have beautiful 
paintings on the  
walls than a TV.”

old-fashioned, and the house was dark, with low, 
beamed ceilings and plywood covering many of the 
walls. “We left France on a gloriously warm day and 
arrived in Devon to pouring rain,” recalls Caroline. 
“The house was a cold, bare shell and all I could see 
were the mouldy walls and tatty floors. We lay on  
an inflatable mattress on the first night thinking:  
‘What have we done?’” 

Determined not to let the uncomfortable 
surroundings and scale of the task dampen their 
enthusiasm, the couple quickly immersed themselves 
in their new life. Whilst Caroline concentrated on 
establishing her antiques and interiors business,  
Rue des Fontenelles, Bryan oversaw the rewiring, 
plumbing and building work on the longhouse.  
The kitchen and adjoining breakfast room were  
converted into a sociable kitchen-dining room, and a 
small two-storey extension was added to provide a rear 
hall, a utility room and an extra bedroom above. 

To ensure the flow around the house was smooth, 
the original configuration – placing the kitchen and 
living room either side of the central cross-passage –
would have to be reinstated. This meant removing the 

awkwardly-placed partitions and placing the stairs to 
one side of the passage. Once this was done, Caroline 
was eager to delve behind the plywood cladding  
on the passage walls, hoping to discover an original  
‘plank and muntin’ screen – a wooden partition, 
typical of a fifteenth-century Dartmoor longhouse  
that would have divided the human quarters from the 
animal quarters. Her suspicions proved correct. “We 
shone a torch through a hole in the plywood and saw 
this amazing old wood panelling,” she explains. “It was 
fantastic to uncover this beautiful screen which had 
been hidden for so long.”  

As their budget was tight, the couple devoted  
any spare time they had to improving their home 
themselves. Boosting the amount of light in the  
house was a priority; the black beams in the kitchen 
and sitting room ceilings gave those rooms a cramped, 
gloomy feel, so to foster a sense of space and height, 
Caroline and Bryan decided to paint the beams white. 
“It turned into a massive, six-week job,” Caroline 
recalls. “The dark staining kept seeping through the 
white paint, so we had to keep resealing and repainting 
until it stopped.” In due course, the rooms began to 
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ABOVE Caroline has 
hung some treasured 
paintings in place of 
a headboard in the 
master bedroom.
FAR LEFT The bath is 
from Bathstore and 
the floor is a pale-grey 
vinyl from The Colour 
Flooring Company. 
The pretty blind is 
made up from  
Kate Forman’s  
Agnes fabric.
LEFT Caroline 
perches  on a window 
ledge with Oscar 
keeping her 
company.
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feel substantially brighter and larger. To further 
enhance the feeling of light in the kitchen, the couple 
decided to add a buff-coloured travertine floor and 
cream-coloured kitchen cabinets. 

Other rooms in the house have been decorated in 
fresh, light-enhancing greys, whites and aquas, which 
also act as subtle backdrops to the many oil paintings, 
ceramics, curios and antiques that Caroline has 
accumulated over the years. She does not strive for  
a tightly co-ordinated look and is happy to mix styles 
and periods, focussing on the unique appeal of 
individual items. “I don’t worry too much about  
things matching perfectly,” she confirms. “I like old 
paintings and all types of antique wood furniture,  
so I’ve chosen wall colours that will work with 
anything and won’t date either.” 

The result is a relaxed and welcoming home, 
brimming with interest, character and personal 
touches. Three years on, the family has firmly settled 
into a new life and community. “We’ve come back  
to a beautiful part of the world where we have a 
gorgeous house, now, and so many friends,” adds 
Caroline. “It’s great to be home.”  n 

ABOVE The beautiful 
old chestnut wood 

sleigh bed  
was bought 

secondhand from a 
neighbour before the 

family left France. 
The chest of drawers 

came from a local 
auction room  

in Devon. 
RIGHT Caroline and 

Bryan’s beautiful 
longhouse sits on a 

gentle slope and  
has a traditional, 
Devon exterior.

A home brimming with interest, 
character and personal touches
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Rachel
MY ENGLISH HOME

Cut flowers, antique portraits and huge 
Georgian windows are what make 
Rachel de Thame’s home so special

Rachel
de Thame
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Rachel de Thame started her 
working life as a receptionist at  
an art gallery, then moved into 

modelling and acting before deciding  
to become a gardener and television 
presenter. She has also had several books 
published. London born and bred, Rachel 
now lives in the Cotswolds with her 
husband, two children aged 12 and 10,  
and a cat. She has two grown-up children 
– aged 27 and 24 – from her first marriage, 
and two grandchildren.

Where do you live?
In the north-eastern tip of Gloucestershire. 
We’ve been here for just over a year, and 
although we still have a base in London, 
we’re shifting the balance.

What made you take the leap into moving 
to the countryside full time?
Having had a farmhouse in Oxfordshire  
as a weekend bolthole, we learned to love 
having outside space and being in the 
country, plus – as a gardener – I desperately 
wanted more land. It also started to feel 
strange having such an urban existence, 
particularly as I travel up and down the 
country all the time for work. I felt it was 
important for the children, too. I will 
always keep a base in London because  
I’ve got so many family members still there 
who I want to see all the time, including 
grandchildren. I think I’ll always feel torn 
between the two environments – I love the 
mess and muddle of London, but then  
I get cross with the traffic and parking. 

Can you describe your house?
At the front it’s a typical symmetrical 
Georgian house, but at the back it has 
original seventeenth-century features. 
There is also a Tudor-era brewhouse next 
to the main house. It’s all mashed together 
but it kind of works. It has lots of character, 
it’s fairly big and it leaks a lot.

Who has the most say on how the interior 
should be – you or your husband?
We both have strong opinions but, for the 
most part, they do tally. Occasionally we 
disagree, especially about the finer details.  
I have an archivist mentality, so I want to 
retain every single original feature, whereas 
my husband will instantaneously want to 
replace anything that has even the merest 
whiff of rot – he’s ruthless. Still, we do 
both like to mix antique furniture with 
contemporary designs.

Which is your favourite room?
The drawing room. It’s a Georgian room  
so it has that intrinsic elegance with high 
ceilings and huge windows, and has a lot  
of light flooding in. Georgian architects 
seemed to instinctively understand what 
makes a comfortable space. 

Would we be able to tell from your house 
what you do for a living?
Probably! There’s always a heap of muddy 
boots strewn around the door and my 
secateurs will be amongst them. Also, there 
are masses of gardening books everywhere. 
My husband is always telling me off for 
buying more. I keep getting new ones and 
I’m always looking for out-of-print books  
at charity shops and auctions. 

What is your garden like?
It’s certainly the biggest garden I’ve ever 
had to tackle. I don’t think the people  
who lived here before us were terribly keen 
gardeners, which is the beauty of it – I was 
looking for a blank canvas and I got one. 
There’s a danger if you inherit an amazing 
garden that you think you must continue  
with that garden. I wanted to create a 
garden, to have that challenge. We bought 
the house in the summer and since then, 
rather wonderfully, have discovered all 
sorts of things. Snowdrops, for instance, 
came in the winter – everywhere – which 
was lovely. There have been lots of positives.

Is there an underlying colour theme 
running through your home?
My husband loves the whole spectrum of 
greys whilst I’m getting a bit braver with 
colours, particularly greens. Farrow & Ball 
do a mad paint called Arsenic, which has  
a spot of turquoise in it and is delightful. 

Can you describe any artwork you’ve 
collected over the years?
I love to be surrounded by pictures and 
antiques. I find that art is often what makes 
a home feel individual, and the colours in 
a painting might be the starting point to 
how I decorate a room. I love buying at 
auction – I’m addicted to it, which is a  
bad habit – although I tend not to buy in 
London because of the prices. I love flower 
paintings, as you might imagine, however 
I’m currently obsessed with seventeenth- 
and eighteenth-century portraits. A friend 
of mine was really perplexed by this. She 
asked me why I want portraits of people 
who aren’t part of my family. But I don’t 

think of it like that; I think of the portraits 
as pieces of art. Even naïve portraits and 
bad portraits can be really good fun. 

Did your upbringing influence the way 
you like to decorate?
Yes, very much so. My family definitely  
has that collector mentality. My mother’s 
flat is wall-to-wall pictures. If you go back  
a couple of generations, you’ll find that  
I come from immigrants who would have 
arrived in England with virtually nothing, 
so I wonder if it’s learned behaviour, to 
create your history around you – more than 
is healthy to, perhaps. I keep telling my 
children not to do as I do.

Do you have any memorabilia from your 
travels dotted around?
Yes, much to my husband’s irritation.  
I have eighteenth-century carvings that  
I found in Venice, ceramics from the  
South of France and some beautiful tiles 
from Lisbon in Portugal. I always like to 
bring things back from my travels.

If you didn’t live in the Cotswolds, where 
would you like to live?
I suppose one always has the fantasy of a 
parallel life and I’ve always liked the idea  
of building something really modern on 
the coastline by the sea. But you’d never get 
planning permission, so it’s pure fantasy. 
I’ve never lived abroad so I like to imagine 
what it would be like living in New York. 
My son is based in Los Angeles, so even 
living there for a year would be quite fun.

What would we never find in a home 
belonging to you?
Reproduction furniture. I will always  
buy the real thing, which is often cheaper 
anyway, certainly because ‘brown’ furniture 
is very unfashionable at the moment. I also 
really dislike net curtains – you would not 
see those in my house.

Finally, what should no English home  
be without?
Cut flowers inside the home all year round. 
Quite often when I see photos of interiors, 
I can tell that they’re of English homes 
because there are flowers in them. For me, 
it’s bringing the outside in which gives that 
unique English feeling.  n

Rachel de Thame is co-curating the  
RHS London Rose Show, 3–4 June.  
For more information, visit rhs.org.ukFE
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Meet Jessica, the  
Hampshire sheep farmer 
who is offering you  
a treat to bleat about.

Cruelty-free, hypo-allergenic 
wool duvets, pillows and 
mattress covers. No more dust 
mites and no more dreaded 
nights sweats

Order your Southdown bedding by 
30th May 2016 and enjoy £20 off and 
complimentary courier delivery valued at £12. 
Visit southdownduvets.com and redeem 
with coupon code BIG TREAT or call 
Jessica 01730 827 148

southdownduvets.com

“Compared to my previous bedding, this 
Southdown duvet is superior in every 
way. It's so light but I somehow stay at 
the right temperature without sweats. 
Well done to the Southdown ewes and 
their shepherdess!” C Whitcombe

SOUTHDOWN DUVETS FP_APR16_X1a.indd   1 22/02/2016   14:27
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STYLE INSPIRATION
Our special section dedicated to design and decorating inspiration begins here

GREEN & 
PLEASANT
A colour palette inspired by the natural 
world has a great synergy with the 
country home. Whether in a thatched 
cottage or elegant Georgian manor, 
green hues set an air of comfort and 
calm. Here chintz, gilt and silk add 
richness layered against a soothing 
green-blue backdrop. (For a detailed 
insight into silk, see page 100.)  
Walls painted in Duck Egg, from £40 for 
2.5 litres, Edward Bulmer Natural Paints 
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Home-made bunting and 
mismatched china add 
touches of homespun charm  
and personality to a simple 
cottage kitchen. 

74 THE ENGLISH HOME
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TOP Set the scene for 
a warm welcome with 
climbing roses around 
the front door. 
Rambling Rector 
(right of door), from 
£15.50, David Austin
MIDDLE Mix and 
match crockery to 
make a pretty display. 
From £6 for a mug, 
Cath Kidston
BOTTOM Create 
contrast with crockery 
and tiles in classic 
Delft-style blues.  
Blue Calico teapot, 
rectangular dishes 
and oven gloves, 
from £12, Burleigh

RURAL

This is perhaps the most quintessentially 
English of looks: a pretty, country style that 
conjures up images of whitewashed walls, 
roses around the door, chickens clucking 

contentedly around an open kitchen door and the 
scent of freshly baked scones emerging from the Aga.  
It is a look that lends itself to relaxed, family living – 
honey-coloured flagstone or oak-boarded floors are not 
too precious for small feet (and the occasional muddy 
paw), whilst scrubbed pine furniture and mismatched 
crockery in cheerful patterns invite lingering lunches 
or afternoons with an informal gathering of family  
and friends. A sturdy range cooker and farmhouse 
table create a kitchen at the heart of this welcoming 
home, whilst wood burners and open fires warm up 
snugs and sitting rooms, and layers of pretty quilts  
and blankets keep bedrooms cosy.   

SETTING THE SCENE
This style is rustic, romantic and feminine; a healthy 
dose of patterned fabrics and pretty vintage china 
conveys the idea of comfort and warmth. Homeware 
and accessories are a mix of mismatched treasures 
chosen for their charm – perhaps picked up in a  
junk shop or car boot sale – and displayed to create 
eye-catching cameos. 

FESTOONED WALLS 
As a backdrop to this style, the walls are the starting 
point; floral wallpaper in large prints can create a 
dramatic effect, whilst subtler, ditsy prints create a 
more relaxed atmosphere. Wallpaper can be used for 
the whole room or to make a statement; try it behind 
open shelves or on a dresser to frame displayed pieces. 

Idyll
Nostalgic, country-cottage style, 

with soft pastels, pretty florals and 
rustic touches, sets the scene for  

a relaxed and inviting look
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To set off floral or more heavily patterned soft 
furnishings, opt for pale painted walls, celebrating  
any bumps and imperfections to add to the charm of 
this relaxed look. Painted tongue-and-groove panelling 
is also suitably traditional, as well as practical, and 
works well in hallways, kitchens and bathrooms. 

THE COLOUR PALETTE
Whilst white walls can set off a mix of patterns and 
accessories nicely, pale pastels evoke the 1950s feel 
which is often associated with this nostalgic look. Rose 
pink, china blue and primrose yellow will add warmth 
and charm to the overall look. Consider playing with 
contrasting colours in the same tones; for example, if 
you choose to wallpaper one wall, paint the other walls 
in a contrasting colour. To add depth and a more 
rustic feel, try earthy shades such as brick red, which 
will also work beautifully with mustard yellow and 
turquoise. Team these with vanilla to break up the 
colour and stop it from becoming too heavy, 
particularly in smaller spaces. Look to nature and 
floral colours as a lead for wallpaper depicting blowsy 
roses, peonies or hydrangeas. Follow this with 
accessories in the same shades for a brighter look, or 
earthy shades if you are going for a more subtle finish.

TEXTURED FLOORING
In keeping with the idea that this look is both child- 
and dog-friendly, hard-wearing floors work well, both 
visually and practically. Flagstones are ideal for halls, 
kitchens and dining areas whilst original wooden 
flooring adds warmth to living areas, softened with 
faded rugs and patterned kilims in rich, warm colours.

COMFORTABLE FURNITURE
Lived-in pieces with a timeless appeal are the backbone 
of this look. Seating should be traditional, leaning 
towards subtle mid-century designs in natural materials 
such as loose linen or weathered leather. Comfort  
is key; nothing should look too polished or new. 

ABOVE
Soft linen and faded 
florals add a lyrical,  
romantic element. 

Tablecloth in 
Constance Raspberry 

linen, £65 a metre, 
Cabbages & Roses
TOP RIGHT A mix  

of patterned fabrics, 
in prints inspired  
by nature, adds  

an informal, 
welcoming note.  
Fabrics from £44  
a metre, Vanessa 
Arbuthnott; Mini 

Bench Three, £465,  
Another Country
BOTTOM RIGHT  

Checks, plains and 
florals in a range of 

cottage-garden hues 
create an invitingly 

relaxed look. 
Selection of fabrics 
from Laura Ashley’s 

Ambleside range, 
from £36 a metre;  

all furnishings  
and accessories, 

Laura Ashley
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LEFT Annie Sloan’s 
Chalk Paint has been 
used to transform  
a simple pine chest  
of drawers.
ABOVE Florals 
inspired by archival 
prints encapsulate the 
style. India Rose fabric  
(to order), £89 a metre, 
Cabbages & Roses
RIGHT Pink wall 
sconce, £28,  
Pastel Lane
BELOW Papering a 
single wall in a pretty 
floral adds a romantic 
note in a bathroom. 
Antique Rose Bouquet 
wallpaper, £25 a roll, 
Cath Kidston
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Kitchens should be cosy and welcoming, with  
free-standing pieces, the cupboard doors inset with 
fabric or chicken wire. Open shelves, a range cooker  
and a chunky, distressed farmhouse dining table paired 
with benches or church chairs are all ideal for this 
setting. A dresser will really set this look off, especially 
adorned with a collection of vintage or new china from 
brands such as Spode, Burleigh or Emma Bridgewater. 
To create a distressed look on furniture, Annie Sloan’s 
trademark Chalk Paint is widely available in a range of 
country-friendly colours and is easy to apply.

SOFT FURNISHINGS
Aim for a sense of generosity and abundance, with 
piles of plump cushions, long lined curtains, quilts 
layered over beds and colourful rugs and runners. 
Choose fabrics in faded florals or pretty sprig designs, 
team them with toiles and ticking stripes in similar 
pastel tones or more rustic shades, and pepper them 
with homespun items such as embroidered cushions 
and artisan china. Keep headings on curtains simple, 
use plain gathers or pencil pleats, or perhaps have 
flop-top headings instead of a pelmet.

FINISHING TOUCHES 
The joy of this look is seeking out then putting the 
accessories into place. Scour charity shops, car boot 
sales or vintage fairs for pressed-glass cake stands and 
floral-printed, pastel-coloured or classic blue-and-white 
ceramics, keeping a special eye out for whimsical china 
animals to perch in between. Create displays on 
mantelpieces, dressing tables and dressers, but 
remember to leave each piece space to breathe to avoid 
a cluttered look. Go to local craft fairs to find knitted 
tea cosies and embroidered or cross-stitch cushions and 
samplers, or try making your own. 

Fill vases with armfuls of cottage-garden flowers such 
as stocks, sweet peas and posies of forget-me-nots. In 
the evenings, use lamps with pretty shades to keep 
lighting soft and atmospheric. Chandeliers and wall 
sconces can add a classic touch of glamour, although 
they should not be too elaborate or polished.  n

TOP RIGHT 
Use plenty of soft 

furnishings in faded 
fabrics to create a 
feeling of warmth.

BOTTOM RIGHT 
Rambling roses and 
free-range hens add 
to the appeal of this 

quintessential 
country-cottage style.

Specialist knowledge...
BAILEYS HOME 
A wonderful, constantly evolving, eclectic 
selection of the authentic, the vintage, the 
handmade and the repurposed. Browse 
through a series of former farm buildings, 
set in the heart of the Herefordshire 
countryside, for inspiration. 

KATE FORMAN
Kate Forman’s timeless textile designs 
epitomise informal English prettiness 
without being in the least bit twee or 
chintzy. A soft colour palette and inspired 
interpretations of classic botanical archive 

fabric prints work beautifully in a country 
setting; she also has a growing range of 
wallpaper, trimmings, and accessories.
   
VANESSA ARBUTHNOTT  
Based in the Cotswolds countryside, 
Vanessa Arbuthnott has a lovely collection 
of screen- and block-printed fabrics in a 
complementary range of colours which 
evoke an air of unspoilt rustic simplicity.  

BRIXTON POTTERY 
Delightful, traditionally made spongeware, 
created by using techniques that have 

remained unchanged for the last 170 years. 
Classic country motifs including chickens, 
pigs, leaves, rabbits and hearts dance 
around teapots, mugs, plates, jugs and 
platters that will look perfect adorning the 
shelves of a traditional Welsh dresser.

SUSIE WATSON 
A charming range of fabrics, wallpapers, 
furniture and accessories inspired by the 
colours, themes and motifs of the English 
countryside. Watson now has seven shops 
in market towns around the country and 
also sells online.
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CUSHIONS TOP TO BOTTOM 
Plain Linen Club Yellow box cushion, £96, Fermoie. Martineau Berry cushion, 
£120, Designers Guild. Orissa, Red/gold, £95 a metre; Carnaby pom pom 
fringe, Red, £28 a metre, both Jane Churchill at Colefax & Fowler. Millbrook, 
Leaf, £69 a metre, Colefax & Fowler 
CUSHIONS TO THE LEFT Sherbourne Piqué, £45 a metre; Kediri silk 
piping, £90 a metre, both Osborne & Little. Couture Rose Fuchsia cushion, 
£85, Designers Guild

AESTHETIC

C ountry homes suit an informal yet beautifully considered 
curation of patterns and colour. The look is bold, with 
strong colour, large-scale motifs and a seemingly casual 
approach to co-ordination. Reds can happily clash with 

pinks and contrast with greens. Fabrics in linens and cottons work well, 
with touches of tactile textures added in embroidery, velvets and chenilles 
as well as wool throws. Florals and plaids are natural choices, with 
characterful nods to country pursuits thrown in for good measure.  

Embrace the relaxed and eclectic charm of the 
country house with an informal, confident blend of 

textures in rich colours and assorted patterns

Tablecloth, Precious Coral,  
£25.99 a metre, the Helmsley 
Collection, Prestigious Textiles.  
Side plates £11 each; dinner  
plates, £19 each; both Hanbury 
tableware by Neptune.  
Herringbone throws in basket, from 
£30, The Atlantic Blanket Company. 
Cushion, Sherbourne Piqué, £45 
a metre; Kediri silk piping, £90  
a metre, both Osborne & Little.  
Other items, stylist’s own

Country

THE ENGLISH HOME 81
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FABRICS LEFT TO RIGHT 
Gypsy Garland, Saffron, £48 a metre, 
Vanessa Arbuthnott. Richmond Park, Aubergine,  
£98 a metre, Zoffany. Bagatelle, £108 a metre, 
Manuel Canovas. Alexandria, £320 a metre,  
Mulberry. Sigma velvet, Chartreuse,  
£45.90 a metre, Linwood
ON BASKET Lambswool throw, £175,  
Johnstons of Elgin. Cushions, as page 81. Spanish 
riding boots, £189, The Great English Outdoors.  
Basket, stylist’s own
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See Editor’s Letter on page 8 for a chance 
to win this Belgravia chair from Tetrad 

PRIZE DRAW

Belgravia chair, Autumn Berry, from 
£1,850, Tetrad. Couture Rose Fuchsia 
cushion, as page 81. Heaney lamp base 
£325; Yellow Rabanna gathered Bedwyn 
lampshade, from £80, both Fermoie. 
Meadow wool throw, Buttercup, £155,
The Great English Outdoors. Knot Garden, 
Hedgerow, £140 for a throw, Melin Tregwynt
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THIS PAGE 
Curtain, Poppinjay Linen, Garden 
Party, £80 a metre, Ian Sanderson.
Vases and books, stylist’s own
OPPOSITE PAGE  
FABRICS LEFT TO RIGHT 
Sahara, Cerise, £120 a metre, 
Threads. Tally Ho, Evergreen/
crimson, £59 a metre, Sanderson. 
Burlington, Pesto, £59.50 a metre, 
Romo. Winton, Red/green, £89  
a metre, GP & J Baker. Abbeville, 
£40 a metre, John Lewis

84 THE ENGLISH HOME
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INTERIOR DESIGN www.antoniastewart.com

HOLLYHOCK HOME
Beautiful vintage-inspired bedlinen for children, designed and made here in the UK

www.hollyhockhome.com

Antonia Stewart – English Home advert .indd   1 18/04/2016   13:59

esse.com

ESSEs have been tried, tested and trusted across 
the world for more than 160 years. Beautifully 

designed to the last detail, these cast iron range 
cookers are available in a choice of sizes,  

4 fuel types and over 20 stunning colours. 

086_EHUK_0616_.indd   134 21/04/2016   16:12
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WALLPAPERS LEFT TO RIGHT  
Fly Fishing, £78.60 a roll, 
Lewis & Wood. Dinner at Eight, 
Summer, £60 a roll, Fired Earth. 
Great Vine, £95 a roll,  
Cole & Son. Ancient Tartan,  
£89 a roll, Mulberry. The Brook, 
Linen, £84 a metre, Morris & Co

THE ENGLISH HOME 87
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▲  LAMPSHADES 
 HANGING Delft Blue Rabbit & 

Cabbage, £95, Thornback & Peel  
TOP ROW Charlotte Gaisford 

Hermitage collection lined shades, 
from £55, Rascal & Roses. 

Pastel floral, made with vintage 
Sanderson fabric, £35,  

Indigo and Rose 
MIDDLE ROW Bullfinches & 

Berries hand-block-printed, £69,  
Hanmade by Hannah Madden,  

Not on the High Street.com. 
For the Love of Rose,  

Clay/damson, £102,  
Vanessa Arbuthnott. Old Rose 
made with vintage Sanderson 

fabric, £35, Indigo and Rose 
BOTTOM ROW Charlotte 

Gaisford Hermitage collection 
lined lampshades, from £55,  

Rascal & Roses. Meadow Flowers 
embroidered lampshade, from 

£220, Lara Sparks. Cabbages & 
Roses French Toile, from £34.95,  

Shady Lady Lampshades

▲  NAPKIN FABRIC, LEFT TO RIGHT  
Thelma Red, cotton, £38 a metre; Blue  
Ticking, Camille Dark Pink and Agnes Blue,  
all linen, £65 a metre, all Kate Forman. 
Tablecloth as page 80, Cutlery, stylist’s own
▼  THROWS LEFT TO RIGHT  
Cashmere tartan check vintage throw, £550, 
Johnstons of Elgin. Fuchsia herringbone  
throw, £30, The Atlantic Blanket Company. 
Knot Garden, Gorse, £145 for a throw,  
Melin Tregwynt. New Welsh Wool tapestry 
blanket, Red/white, £285, and Meadow  
wool throw, Buttercup, £155, both The Great 
English Outdoors. Green throw in Shoal 
pattern, £59, The Atlantic Blanket Company

88 THE ENGLISH HOME
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WHITE MIST FLOORING

S H O W R O O M
20 Smugglers Way  Wandsworth  London  SW18 1EG   020 8871 9771

www.naturalwoodfloor.co.uk

Over 100 designs  |  Expert advice  |  20,000m2 of stock  |  Fast delivery

WHITE MIST FLOORING

S H O W R O O M
20 Smugglers Way  Wandsworth  London  SW18 1EG   020 8871 9771

www.naturalwoodfloor.co.uk

Over 100 designs  |  Expert advice  |  20,000m2 of stock  |  Fast delivery

T H E  W H I T E
KITCHEN COMPANY Wooden Kitchens Handmade For You.

Quote and Buy Online at Trade Prices 01604 821003www.thewhitekitchencompany.com

Free standing
Larder Cupboard

£1,995

089_EHUK_0616_.indd   134 21/04/2016   16:13
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Rather like wearing wellies with a floral dress, creating  
a practical but beautiful home in the country means pairing 
hard-wearing, durable and comfortable pieces with things 

that are, where appropriate, beautiful and luxurious 

D oes decorating a rural home 
mean choosing polka-dot 
tablecloths, rose-sprigged 
wallpapers and hallway tables 

topped with books and an exuberantly-
scaled vase of flowers? Or is it more a  
case of coping with mud-spattered walls, 
paw prints and needing somewhere to store 
the wellies and the chicken feed? The truth, 
of course, is somewhere in between. With 
careful planning and a little forethought, it 
is eminently possible to create a home that 
deals with the rigours of day-to-day country 
life without sacrificing a sense of style. 

MAKING AN ENTRANCE
A primary consideration for any country 
home is how to avoid tramping mud in 
through the door. To put it bluntly, a pale 
carpet or rug in an entrance hall is really 

not a good idea. A porch, in which family 
and friends may remove footwear – or at 
least use a boot scraper – acts as a barrier 
between the outside world and an inner 
sanctuary, and can be both a utilitarian 
space and a handsome greeting for visitors.

Better still, a purpose-built boot room  
to store outdoor paraphernalia out of view 
will allow the front hall to be the elegant 
entrance to the house. Having a stable 
door is the perfect way to let in plenty  
of light and fresh air whilst keeping  
muddy animals out of the house until  
the worst excesses of the countryside have 
been safely removed. For maximum benefit 
in any entrance or boot room, include  
a row of hooks that will hold the widest 
range of outerwear possible, perhaps with 
shelving or cubby holes above, choosing  
a style that complements the overall decor 

STYLE & 
PRACTICALITY
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ABOVE Wallpaper in an entrance hall or boot room  
adds interest and is more forgiving to inevitable  
dust and splashes than a painted finish.  
Tourbillon wallpaper, £97 a roll, Farrow & Ball

OPPOSITE PAGE Can a country home be complete 
without a dog? Washable dog-bed cover, from £20; 
dog-drying coat, from £25, both by Ruff and Tumble

LEFT Pattern provides a welcoming feel and detracts 
from any marks there might be on the walls or floor. 
Curtains, Haslemere, £91 a metre; sofa, Stratford, 
£75 a metre; armchairs, Ellary Check, £80 a metre,  
all Colefax & Fowler

BELOW A wooden stool makes an excellent 
space-saving seat. Tall Clockhouse stool in 
Greengage, £130, Garden Trading
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ABOVE Choose durable 
upholstery fabrics to help 
furniture to withstand the daily 
wear and tear of country life. 
Sofa upholstered in Sakura 
Damask in Stone, £55.90  
a metre, Linwood 

ABOVE RIGHT Tongue-and-
groove cladding is a durable 
and wipe-clean surface that 
works well in bathrooms. 
Norcombe wallpaper in Jazz, 
£61 a roll, Little Greene

LEFT For extra robustness, 
panelling is perfect in a hallway, 
with lovely wallpaper above. 
Angelica wallpaper, £48 a roll, 
Harlequin 

RIGHT A huge central 
workbench is ideal for making 
jam, lemonade or other culinary 
adventures. Spitalfields kitchen, 
from £60,000, Plain English 
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of the house, whether it be a simple  
peg rail, ornate metal or perhaps 
something more modern. Add neat, 
capacious storage for shoes and wellies,  
dog towels, umbrellas and so forth. 

If there is space, a storage bench with  
a padded seat is a wonderful piece of 
furniture in any entrance area. The pad 
should be upholstered with a strong cotton 
– perhaps a ticking or a subtle print. In a 
more elegant front hall, a slender console 
table can provide an attractive focal point 
as well as somewhere to place letters and 
gloves upon return.

WALLS AND FLOORS
The lower half of any walls in high-traffic 
areas of the house or where walls are likely 
to be splashed, could either be tiled or else 
clad with tongue-and-groove which, with  
a coating of protective wax, oil, varnish or 
good quality, wipeable paint, offers superb 
resistance to mud and water. 

For the floor, the best solution is  
a moppable hard surface, such as stone, 
granite or slate flags, or else more modest 
brick paviours or terracotta tiles. Some 
stone can be slippery when wet, so avoid 
completely smooth surfaces in favour of  
a sanded or riven finish. Alternatively, 
herald a grand entranceway with classic 
encaustic tiles like the ones the Victorians 
and Edwardians loved so much, or choose 
porcelain tiles that – these days – do a truly 
excellent imitation of stone or even wood. 
Experiment with patterned tiles, a random 
‘patchwork’ square just inside a cottage 
front door can be extremely pretty,  
as can borders with a contrast centre. 

Timber floorboards can be absolutely 
lovely, but bear in mind that these will 
wear with time, need re-treating regularly, 
and possibly even sanding back every now 
and then. Protect them with a hard-wearing 
rug – preferably washable – and a really 
good doormat. A large square of coir 
matting can fit seamlessly into an entrance, 
particularly when recessed into the floor.  

A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING
You can never have too much storage.  
Jane Austen may not have mooted this 
universally-acknowledged truth, but she 
would have been right had she done so, 

especially when life includes chickens, 
goats and animal husbandry of other  
sorts; dogs, horses, cats and other pets; 
baking, fruit pressing and preserving; 
flower arranging and other rural pursuits 
– and perhaps even a small home-based 
business. The more storage provided –  
a good aim is for it to equate to between 
ten and 20 per cent of a house – the  
more clean and tidy rooms will appear. 

A dedicated room in which to store 
whatever is most necessary is ideal, whether  
it is a larder, a boot room, a tack room or 
even a dog room. However, if this is not 
possible, greater ingenuity may be required, 
such as using built-in or free-standing 
storage, large and small, from dressers and 
plate racks to armoires and chests, in order 
to encompass all requirements. To make 
storage pieces as appealing as possible, 
choose materials, proportions and detailing 
that correspond to the overall architecture 
and interior style of the house so that they 
enhance rather than intrude. 

As for dog (or even cat) beds, avoid the 
garish patterns of the high street in favour 
of a more subtle look that complements 
other features within the room. Provided 
an animal does not chew, wooden or 
wicker dog beds can be painted in any 
shade using heritage paint, whilst fabric 
dog beds can be plain or else with  
a sweet or sophisticated pattern.

WORKING SPACE
The kitchen is so often the heart of  
the home these days, and nowhere is  
this more the case than in the country 
house. A huge wooden table or workbench 
in the centre of the room can be used for 
jam-making, pressing fruit or preparing 
meals of all kinds, and may also double  
up as an office space, a base for homework 
or an informal dining table. It is all the 
more useful if it includes drawers and  
can be scrubbed clean easily. 

A large ceramic sink – whether butler’s, 
Belfast or London – really looks the part  
in a country kitchen and is eminently 
practical as it can take not just dirty dishes 
and large saucepans but also big bunches 
of cut flowers, produce that needs to  
be rinsed or even a chicken or other  
fowl that requires plucking. 
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Small rooms off the kitchen – think 
sculleries, laundry rooms and general 
utility rooms – are a wonderful addition, 
taking the less-attractive, everyday items  
out of sight and storing them efficiently, 
usually featuring a separate sink, walls 
covered in a durable material and a  
tough floorcovering such as stone, tile or 
linoleum. Even in such a plainly practical 
area, pretty tiling, appealing paint colours 
and luxurious textures – such as a small  
rug or a hand towel – can make humdrum 
work that much more enjoyable. 

KEEPING WARM
Whilst many a country home is toasty  
and cosy, some, of course, can be subject  
to draughts. To insulate a house against 
such chills consider hanging full-length, 
interlined curtains at windows and 
entrance doors, ensuring, of course, that 
the rods are capable of bearing the weight 
of the fabric. Portiere rods are the best  
way of hanging curtains over doors as they 
open and close with the door and can even 
rise upwards when the door opens so that 
the curtain does not catch underneath it.  
If using patterned fabric for curtains, 
adding a dark, plain border at the  
bottom will increase its practicality. 

Another option for keeping cold air  
at bay is the good old-fashioned draught 
excluder, but this must be the right length 
for the width of the door, otherwise 
draughts will still get through. 

Wooden shutters can be an authentic 
addition to a house and not just prevent 
heat from escaping, but also provide extra 
sound-proofing and security. 

If all else fails, throws and blankets make 
useful wraps in colder months. Woven, 
knitted, furry or otherwise, these provide  
a splash of colour and can be slung over  
a sofa or chair, piled on top of a wardrobe 
or stacked neatly in a linen cupboard.

TOP Leading interior designer Joanna Wood 
designed this boot room and says “I am a  
great believer in functionality and I love a boot 
room. Hooks and shelves can be paired with 
furniture that offers storage and decoration.” 
FAR LEFT These Sarum Collection tiles are 
suitable for use inside and out, and come in 
three different sizes.  
From £52.66 a square metre, Marlborough Tiles

LEFT A pile of beautiful, warming blankets and 
throws come in handy at any time of the year. 
From £76, So Cosy
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DECORATIVE CONSIDERATIONS 
Whether the property is an elegant manor 
house, a quintessentially English thatched 
cottage or a townhouse echoing a country 
aesthetic, the following key decorating 
tenets hold true: 
• Using a mix of patterns in a room adds  

a welcoming informality, is a clever way  
to disguise marks and avoids an overly 
pristine look. 

• Loose covers for sofas are eminently 
practical – particularly in homes where 
dogs like to sneak into a comfortable 
spot – and can be tightly tailored for  
a smarter drawing room or gently fitted 
for relaxed cottage charm. 

• If tight-back sofas are preferred, choose 
upholstery fabric with a high rub count 
– 25,000 and above is best – as this 
significantly increases its resistance  
to wear and tear. The same applies  
for upholstered headboards and 
fabric-covered dining chairs.

As can be seen, a country home can be every 
bit as chic as a town home whilst still being 
able to withstand the rigours of rural life. 
So much so, this decorative style exudes 
appeal far beyond rural locations.  n 

STYLISH YET  
PRACTICAL INGREDIENTS

•  Moppable floors – stone or wood 
– in high-traffic rooms

•  Wipe-clean, scuff-resistant paint for 
walls and woodwork

• Plenty of storage space
•  Boot rooms, utility rooms and 

pantries and larders
•  Upholstery with a high rub count
•  Patterned fabrics
•  Loose covers on sofas and 

armchairs 

TOP LEFT This bench seat provides a resting 
place and a useful amount of storage too. 
Bench seat, mid blue with upholstered seat  
in Bouquet 02 fabric, £394, The Dormy House 

TOP RIGHT A heavy curtain in front of a door  
or window will help retain heat in the house  
and be decorative at the same time.  
Curtains, Silwood, £49 a metre, Jane Churchill

MIDDLE LEFT A capacious larder cupboard is 
perfect for storing dry ingredients.  
Dresser, from £3,250, Middleton Bespoke

MIDDLE RIGHT These wicker baskets create  
a practical storage place for linen and blankets 
in a laundry room.  
Laundry room, from £15,000, Artichoke Kitchens

BOTTOM LEFT This stylish pantry provides  
a useful place to store kitchen essentials. 
Bespoke kitchens by Chalon, from £35,000FE
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PAINT COLOUR 
My absolute favourite paint colour at the 
moment is a lovely old muddy yellow by 
Zuber called Tip Taupe which I have just 
painted my drawing room in. It works 
beautifully with reds, pinks and indigos, 
all of which I use a lot of.

FABRICS
I tend to only use my own designs mixed 
with antique or vintage, but my style is 
a real mix of pretty vintage and subtle 
block-printed-look designs, so I love 
anything by Cabbages & Roses and 
Irving & Morrison. It is absolutely the 
mix of looks I am drawn to.

INSPIRING PLACE TO VISIT 
I always love going to Petersham  
Nurseries for inspiration on so many 
levels: colour, plants, antiques and food.

LIGHTING
I’m mad about Pooky Lighting – the 
lights there are extremely well priced, 
great quality and in great designs.

ACCESSORIES AND ANTIQUES
Anthropologie for ceramics and glass – 
always alive with colour and interesting 
pattern. Tobias and the Angel for its 
wonderful eclectic style, beautifully 
made accessories, fabrics and antiques.

PATTERN FROM MY COLLECTION
That would have to be the Camille 
stripe design. I have managed to use 
every colourway at home, as curtains 
used both horizontally and vertically. 
It’s a great one, as it’s not too restricting 
in pattern, allowing me to go mad with 
cushions and accessories!

RECENT BUY
I’ve just bought a chrome sixties-style 
telephone from Graham and Green. 
I love it.

KATE FORMAN
LITTLE BLACK BOOK

Specialising in vintage-style textiles, the designer reveals her 
favourite resources, shops, places to visit and new buys

1. Camille Stripe used on armchairs, £65 a metre, Kate Forman 2. Chrome 746 phone, £64.95, 
Graham & Green 3. Aegean dinner plate, £24, Anthropologie 4. Textiles from Irving & Morrison, 
from £124 a metre 5. Wall in Tip Taupe by Zuber; sofa in Teal Velvet, £79 a metre, Kate Forman 
6. The Glass House restaurant at Petersham Nurseries 7. Lottie table lamp in Cobalt Blue, £130, 
with 40cm Straight Empire shade in Petrol Blue Dupion Silk, £75, Pooky Lighting
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Revered for its luxurious, seductive sheen, silk 
adds glamour and opulence to country house 

and smart townhouse interiors alike

BY SILK
Seduced

The fluid drape of this 
finely woven silk shows a 
new way of changing the 
yarn colour as the weave 

progresses to mimic 
a spray-dyed effect. 

Curtain in Cassiopeia, 
Ochre, £130 a metre, 
Black Edition, Romo
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Silk is a natural fibre full of luxurious mystique, 
its exotic past replete with legends and 
closely-guarded secrets. The discovery in China 
– around 5,000 years ago – that silkworms’ 

cocoons could be unwound to produce 1,000 metres 
of fine filament, which could then be spun into a yarn 
to produce such exquisite cloth must have been a 
eureka moment. The secret of making silk was kept 
within China for millenia, even after silk started being 
exported westwards along what became known as  
The Silk Road. Consequently, many suppositions 
about how silk was produced sprang up. For instance, 
most ancient Romans were convinced that the Chinese 
collected hoary down from the leaves of woodland 
trees and steeped it in water to produce silk. 

Despite the desire for secrecy, however, the Chinese 
were destined to lose their monopoly on silk 
production. Legend has it that the secret of making 
silk may have been carried out of China when two 
monks hid silkworm eggs in their hollow bamboo 

walking sticks to take to Emperor Justinian in 
Constantinople; or perhaps it was when a Chinese 
princess left to wed a prince in a kingdom along  
The Silk Road and hid silkworm eggs in her  
headdress. Even if the truth is more mundane,  
stories like these all add lustre to silk’s history. 

The discovery by other countries of how to  
produce silk did nothing to accelerate the production 
cycle – it is a slow process. Silkworms are housed on 
tiers of trays laden with mulberry leaves to munch 
through, and then gradually spin their cocoons. 

Less well known among the secrets of silk production 
is the reason behind its seductive sheen. Every silk  
yarn is shaped like a prism that refracts light, resulting 
in a highly-reflective fabric. The yarn also has terrific 
tensile strength, despite being thought of as delicate. 
“People think this isn’t significant, but the tensile 
strength is crucial to how silk wears. We don’t make  
a habit of swinging on silk curtains, but with a quality 
silk, we certainly could,” laughs Kathryn Thompson, 

ABOVE LEFT  
Silk has a beautiful 
drape for curtains, 
and when protected 
with lining will last as 
long as other fabrics. 
Curtain, Mews Trellis, 
£75 a metre; shade, 
Cheyenne Stripe, £65 
a metre, James Hare 
ABOVE RIGHT  
A decadent design 
magnifies the 
splendour of this silk. 
Verdi, £376 a metre; 
Verdi Brocart with 
metallic brocade  
detail also availble, 
£449 a metre, Tassinari 
& Chatel at Lelievre 
BOTTOM  
A collection of silk 
bobbins from 
Gainsborough Silks
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whose company, The Silk Gallery, weaves 
and prints all its plain and patterned silks 
in the United Kingdom. 

There are a number of classic silk  
weaves used for interior textiles, one of 
which is dupion. This is created when 
short filaments are spun together into a 
yarn with natural slubs that enhance the 
surface texture. Indian dupion tends to  
be more textured, and Chinese is smoother 
and more regular. Further differences 
appear between hand-loomed and power-
loomed dupion – hand-loomed silk is more 
characterful; power-loomed silk tends to  
be flatter and more regular. 

Taffeta silk is a plain weave which is 
created when warp and weft yarns are 
perfectly balanced. It is crisp with great 
sheen and looks especially good when shot 
– meaning the warp is one colour and the 
weft another – giving a three-way colour 
effect as light shimmers across the folds. 

Another weave with a distinctive surface 
is satin, as Saffron Hare of leading silk 
company James Hare explains: “With  
80 per cent of the silk warp threads making 
the face of satin, the sheen is wonderfully 
smooth and is classically opulent for 
curtains in a grand interior. We have also 
introduced a crepe-backed silk satin that 
suits smart, streamlined – even masculine 
– interiors, particularly for city living, 
which is being very well received.”

The noil, or matka weave, sometimes 
incorrectly called raw silk, takes short 
filaments that are left over from the 
spinning process and twists them into a 
single yarn. “With this process the sheen  
is lost,” Saffron says, “so the finish is very 
matte but with fantastic drape. It is a silk 
that suits a casual interior.” Tussah, from 
the cocoons of the wild silkworm, shares 
some similarities with noil in its matte, 
textured, irregular finish – there is less 
consistency in the yarn – and includes 
darker threads that are natural but which 
some observers count as faults. 

Silk takes dyes exceptionally well, as  
the sheen adds depth and radiance to  
the colour. The quality of the dyes will 
determine its light-fastness, but silk always 
fades more quickly than other textiles in 
sunlight and will eventually rot after long 
exposure. “Because of its reputation as  
a luxury fabric and its tendency to fade, 
some people are quite frightened of using 
silk,” explains Rebecca Day of Merrick  
& Day, the soft-furnishing publishers and 
workshop wizards. “But silk curtains last 
just as well as other fabrics if they are  
lined, interlined and the leading edges are 
protected by binding them with a border. 
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LEFT, SKETCH OF 
MOODBOARD ON 
PREVIOUS PAGE
Beautiful  jewel-like 
colours magnify the 
lustre of silk, whether 
plain, patterned 
or textured. 
1 Tosca, £105 a metre,
Sahco
2 Grape single-tassel 
tieback, £780 each, 
Watts of Westminster
3 Andromeda, 
Chartreuse, £110 a 
metre, Zinc Textiles 
at Romo
4 Mulberry Silk, 
Magenta, £85 a metre, 
Beacon Hill at  
Robert Allen
5 Summer Wind, 
Neptune, £154.50  
a metre, Beacon Hill 
at Robert Allen
6 Wong, Ottone, 
£190 a metre, Rubelli
7 Matelasse Chevalier, 
Fire Cracker, £256 a 
metre, Henry Bertrand
8 Chirk double-tassel 
tieback, £595 each, 
Watts of Westminster
9 Mimosa, Fuchsia/
plum/soft gold, £79 a 
metre, Clarissa Hulse
10 Bellini, Comper 
Purple Lumiyarn, 
£196 a metre,  
Watts of Westminster
11Jardin d’Eden, 
Vert, £216.50 a metre, 
Tassinari & Chatel  
at Lelievre 
LEFT Cushion in Acer, 
£170 a metre, Zoffany

The border should be in a more resilient fabric  
and between 5cm to 8cm in width, and can be of  
a contrasting colour or, if it is in a matching plain,  
the seam can be used to create a decorative detail,  
such as inserting a fan or some beaded edging. Silk 
also looks magnificent stretched and used as a wall 
covering, but it is worth noting that areas near 
windows will fade, even in a north-facing room,  
so blinds should be fitted and UV film attached  
to the window panes to give protection.” 

In spite of its tensile strength, silk does not  
stand up to repeated abrasion, so it is seldom used  
to upholster sofas and armchairs, although some 
producers, such as The Silk Gallery, are starting  
to weave qualities that are suitable for upholstery.  
As Kathryn Thompson explains: “Covering chairs  
in silk with an expectation of getting reasonable wear  
is down to the quality of the yarn and how the weave  
is set up. We weave silk on a heavy cotton warp, and  
for the silk weft we use what is known as a six-thread 
tram, which means five silk filaments spun tightly 
together as the basic thread, and then six of these 
twisted together, giving a yarn with a total density  
of 30 filaments.” A number of companies are 
beginning to weave silk with other natural yarns to 
make it into a more versatile fabric and create new 
textures and finishes. “The trend began when the price 
of silk shot up, but it has reaped benefits,” Thompson 
continues. “Silk with linen is a particular favourite  
at the moment for its sophisticated mix of matte and 
sheen. We are also creating weave structures so that  
a design – like our Tahiti – has areas where silk is 
brought to the surface against areas where matte linen 
shows on the fabric face. Silk and wool is another 
successful mix. It gives a warm, dry look with great 
drape and is another option for covering chairs.”
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Zoffany is also exploring the production of silk in 
combination with other yarns. “Our new Acer design 
is printed on a silk and linen blend and the colour 
takes on every fibre of the silk yarn, recording all the 
detail of the watercolour effect in a way that it 
wouldn’t on a heavier yarn,” says weave manager  
Anna Howlett. “Combining silk with viscose in  
our new Kabushi Magnolia jaquard weave gives an 
incredibly sinuous drape. Here, the weave is so fine  
it looks as if it is printed.”

No other yarn can compete with the variety of 
sheens that silk offers, and its singular combination  
of properties continue to work their magic over  
5,000 years after being discovered, whether on their 
own or in partnership with other fibres. History  
and mystery still dance attendance on silk and the 
silkworms continue winding their cocoons.  n
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TERRACOTTA POTS
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QUINTESSENTIALLY
Inspiration for seasonal pastimes and making the most of life at home starts here 
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PACK UP A PICNIC
Rustling up an impromptu alfresco meal at 
the first sign of a spot of bright sunshine is 
a peculiarly English talent – and National 
Picnic Week runs from 11–19 June, if any 
further excuse were needed. Honour the 
occasion with a pretty picnic blanket, proper 
plates (enamelware at the very least), some 
easy-to-eat home-made fare and cutlery, 
then head outside to find a secluded spot.
Botanic tableware from £14 for a Cyclamen 
mug, Portmeirion



Create a quintessentially English cottage-style  
garden bursting with colour and romance

Floral

Romantic, spontaneous and 
blowsy, English country cottage 
gardens conjure up images of 
roses, hollyhocks, columbine, 

foxgloves and clematis, all growing in a 
glorious muddle of flowers, foliage and 
fragrance, frequented by butterflies, birds 
and bees. This is a versatile style of garden, 
well-suited to open and sunny town or 
country settings, and is equally ideal for 
small plots – as a single bed of any shape, 
especially when contained within walls or 
hedges – as well as large plots. 

It is the sort of garden which matures 
quickly; perennials planted in spring will 

ABANDON

flower profusely within months, improving 
year on year, whilst self-seeders such  
as sweet rocket and poppies provide an 
element of surprise. A charming image,  
it forever inspires gardeners who are willing 
to experiment with a broad palette of plants 
and let them grow together pell-mell. 

The twenty-first-century English country 
cottage garden is essentially informal and 
delightfully dishevelled, with a gratifying 
lack of set rules governing colour-theming 
or the juxtaposition of plants. It is a 
liberating way of gardening, and provides  
the opportunity to experiment with new 
plants and maybe make a few mistakes 
along the way, and is all the more fun for 
that. Despite this apparently haphazard 
approach, the prettiest gardens do tend  
to be loosely planned to strike a balance 
between disorganised chaos and rigid 
control, abundance and practicality.

The concept of the country cottage 
garden has its origins in the nineteenth 
century, when workers were provided with 
small plots of land and encouraged to grow 
their own fruit and vegetables. Short of 
space, these resourceful gardeners 
crammed flowers and herbs into the same 
beds. It was not uncommon to find peas 
entangled with Canterbury bells, onions 
peeking up beside lady’s mantle and chives 
beneath roses – one of a number of 
‘companion plantings’ in which herbs were 
used to ward off pests. Nowadays, herbs 
such as lavender, rosemary, fennel, feverfew 
and sage are essential to the cottage garden 
for their aroma, therapeutic value and 
foliage, as well as to add shape and texture 
amidst the flowering perennials.

Creating an English country cottage 
garden is akin to painting a picture, using  

MAIN This garden path is edged by  
ball-shaped box, white violas, alliums  

and Bulgarian honey garlic. 
BELOW An old brick bothy surrounded by 
ferns, lilies and roses seen poking through 

heads of columbine and a mass of viola.
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a spade and all sorts of plants – perennials, 
herbs, bulbs, shrubs, annuals and climbers 
– instead of a brush and paint. Whether 
hardy, herbaceous or border, perennials  
are the mainstay of a cottage garden and 
are wonderful for adding colour, body  
and an element of surprise. They can be 
relied upon to flower during a given season 
each year, and even though most do die 
down during the winter months, they 
revive the following spring and the cycle 
starts anew. Some may only live for a few 
seasons whilst others will clock up the 

decades. Either way, clumps will form and 
will need to be divided regularly for the 
plants to survive. As plant heights for 
perennials range from finger-high to 
towering clumps, gradated planting is 
necessary to ensure loftier plants do not 
overshadow shorter ones. Perennials each 
have a distinct character contributing to 
the overall picture. For instance, lupins, 
lythrums, delphiniums and linaria busily 
send up erect spires of flowers, introducing 
a more vertical element, whereas phlox, 
peonies, bergamot and marguerites provide 
a rounded and comely look. Consider 
loose-limbed beauties with delicate 
jewel-like flowers, such as scabious and 
aquilegia or, in distinct contrast, members 
of the sturdy, bold-headed thistle family – 
globe thistles, centaureas and cardoons. 

One of the most dependable and useful 
families is the hardy geranium, the ‘glue’  
of any border, unrivalled for filling gaps, 
supporting taller verticals or creating dense 
ground-covering mats to hide bare soil and 
stifle weeds. Slender varieties are best when 
trained through a purpose-made wire frame 
or a hand-woven twig support in order to 
prevent their collapse in heavy rain.

Many of the plants typical of an English 
country garden are rich in nectar and 
attract butterflies, bees and other insects 

ABOVE LEFT A pebble path, crunchy 
underfoot, meanders through the  

pretty flowers in the garden.
ABOVE RIGHT This painted wooden obelisk 
creates an architectural focal point amongst 

the colourful plants and flowers. 
BELOW A gradated herbaceous border, with 

taller flowers and plants at the back and 
shorter ones at the front, ensures that all the 

blooms can be seen.
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COTTAGE FAVOURITES

ALLIUM HOLLANDICUM ‘PURPLE 
SENSATION’ Flowering in late spring,  
the allium makes greatest impact when  
it is planted in groups, growing alongside 
hardy geraniums to support its long stems 
and hide any unsightly, dying leaves.

DELPHINIUM Demanding but gorgeous, 
this lofty beauty adds drama and height, 
lording it over other summer flowers to 
make a magnificent centrepiece in borders. 
Its tall spikes bear numerous single or 
double flowers in enticing shades.

VERBENA BONARIENSIS Topped with 
almost luminous purple, papery flowers, 
the verbena self-seeds and can grow in  
the most inhospitable places. Flowering  
for months on end, it also attracts 
butterflies and bees.

PEONY The herbaceous peony adds lush 
foliage as well as larger-than-life flowers, 
often fragrant and with clusters of ruffled 
petals in pink or white. Its handsome 
foliage is useful for hiding the bare lower 
stems of roses.

CLEMATIS With its outstanding flower 
power, variety and vitality, clematis adds 
colour and height to a garden, especially 
when trained up an obelisk or cane 
wigwam. Some varieties have fluffy 
seedheads well into winter.

AQUILEGIA Also known as columbine  
or granny’s bonnet, this firm favourite 
quickly settles into a garden. Its dense 
clumps of flowers in jewel-like colours,  
held high on long stems, carry seedheads 
long after the petals have fallen.

that are beneficial to a garden. Sedums, 
Verbena bonariensis, buddleja bushes and 
coneflowers attract clouds of butterflies, 
whilst catmint, veronicastrum and scabious 
are a magnet for bees. By autumn, once the 
flowering is over, their seedheads will go 
on to provide food for the birds. 

Wild flowers, too, are a valuable source  
of nectar. Try replacing an area of lawn  
with a wild flower meadow full of daisies, 
poppies, toadflax and cornflowers. Scatter 
seeds in May, and within a few months a 
meadow will be flowering: it really is that 
simple. Plant wild flowers near a kitchen 
garden to attract pollinating insects to  
fruit and vegetable plants. For wonderful 
fragrance – a large part of every country 
cottage garden – plant sweet peas; no other 
annual provides such a powerful scent in 
so many different, gorgeous flowers.

Whilst flowers instantly seduce, foliage  
is more reserved, but nevertheless is a vital 
accompaniment, acting as a foil to temper 
the brilliant colour of the flowers. This is 
where herbs play an essential role, along 
with leafy artemisia, lamb’s ears, honey 
bush and the castor oil plant. 

In more recent times, a new dimension 
has been added to the traditional cottage 
garden in the form of ornamental grasses. 
Plant these separately to form striking, focal 
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Creating an English country cottage garden  
is akin to painting a picture

points – Stipa gigantea (golden oats) and 
Miscanthus sinensis ‘Zebrinus’ (zebra grass) 
are best for this – or plant in repeated 
clumps to create a visual wave along a 
border using mid-height varieties such  
as Panicum virgatum (switch grass) or 
Calamagrostis x acutiflora ‘Overdam’  
(feather reed grass).

Self-seeding plants are at the heart of 
every country cottage garden – the lucky 
accidentals that banish any possibility  
of a painting-by-numbers planting style. 
Campanula, euphorbia, verbascum, 
aquilegia, evening primrose, sidalcea, 
foxgloves and the irrepressible Verbena 
bonariensis are amongst a number of plants 
that self-seed if they are not deadheaded,  
as do low-growing plants such as lady’s 
mantle, love-in-a-mist and forget-me-not, all 
invaluable for ground cover at the front of 
borders. Not to be left out, are poppies, 
adding structure well into autumn, their 
crepe-like petals dropping to reveal 
seedheads shaped like pepper pots. 

Despite a lack of formality, the cottage 
garden more often than not has paths  
of gravel, brick or grass, perhaps leading  
up to a front door, or simply separating 
flower beds. The mood of these paths is 
relaxed, and is transformed from being 
purely functional to something more 
whimsical by being edged with low-lying 
plants that flop loosely over the edges,  
such as marguerites, campanula, hardy 
geraniums and aromatic thyme, or perhaps 
with more vertical plants that release their  
heady aromas when brushed against, such 
as catmint, rosemary and lavender plants. 
Low ‘stepover’ espaliers of fruit trees 
provide a slightly more formal but  
equally pretty and rustic look. 

Roses are a must for this type of garden, 
whether climbing up tall ornamental 
structures, scaling walls or just blooming 
amongst perfect perennial partners such  
as verbascums, delphiniums, astrantias  
and foxgloves. Varieties of rose which  
have the Royal Horticultural Society’s 

ABOVE A breathtaking multitude of roses in  
an array of pretty colours and differing sizes.

RIGHT A view through a gate to a Lutyens-style  
bench sitting in a herb garden with beds of poppy, 

aquilegia, clematis, rose, hardy geranium and  
herbs punctuated by paths and box balls.

STYLE NOTES

•  Add more height with standard 
roses, bay or miniature fruit trees 
trimmed into lollipop shapes.

•  Keep wooden structures simple 
using traditional designs and natural 
finishes for picket fences, gates, 
gazebos, pergolas and arbours.

•  Use ornaments sparingly to avoid  
a cluttered look, choosing terracotta 
pots, weathered stone bird baths or 
troughs, vintage barrels or galvanised 
steel watering cans and milk churns. 

•  Formal elements are needed to bind 
the informal planting together in 
English country cottage gardens, so 
think in simple terms of rectangular 
beds separated by straight paths laid 
in grass, gravel or brick.

•  Build paths using reclaimed bricks 
laid lengthways for that elusive rustic 
look, leaving sufficiently wide cracks 
for moss to creep in. Edge with 
ground-hugging thyme and lavender 
bushes for heady fragrance.

•  Maintain the look by staking and 
watering during the growing season, 
and cutting back and mulching in 
autumn. Minimise weeding with 
ground-covering perennials.





CAPITAL GARDEN PRODUCTS
Specialists in Antique and Contemporary Planters hand made

 in fibreglass to withstand the test of time.

Celebrating 25 years at the RHS Chelsea Flower Show

Contact us to request a brochure or discuss your project.
www.capital-garden.com   •   01580 201 092

We are giving away a beautiful Spear & Jackson hand trowel with the fi rst fi fty orders 
placed on our stand. For the best collection of planters and water features please visit 

us at Chelsea Flower Show, Stand SR282.
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Award of Garden Merit offer greater 
resistance to disease. Choose smaller 
climbing varieties to trail up and add 
softness to an obelisk or cane wigwam, 
using expandable ties to help them 
scramble upwards, and team them with 
clematis to prolong the flowering season. 
Anchor rambling roses to walls using a 
timber trellis or wires running between 
‘vine eyes’, remembering to leave at least 
5cm between the rose and the wall to 
deter the fungus that causes black spot.

Seek out some characterful elements 
from reclamation yards, local car boot 
sales or auctions. Galvanised buckets 
and milk churns, wooden barrels, vintage 
agricultural equipment and rusty ironwork 
all blend seamlessly with the type of plants 
found in a cottage garden. Some can even 
be arranged as stand-alone features to 
provide a garden with individuality and 
enduring appeal. Wood finishes should
be left natural so as not to detract from 
the flowers. Finally, add character to 
stone troughs and walls by painting 
surfaces with a weak yoghurt solution 
to encourage lichen and moss to grow.  ■

ABOVE Use a wooden summer house as a 
potting shed, somewhere to keep the essential 

terracotta pots and tools, or simply to escape 
to with a good book and a cup of tea.

A round-up of useful yet decorative products for country cottage garden style

GARDEN ENHANCEMENTS

Galvanised 
Gardeners 

Gubbins Tins, 
£19.95, 

Sophie Conran

Wooden and slate 
bird box, £29.95, 
Highgrove

Wild Meadow floral 
gardener’s kneeler, 
£13.86, Laura Ashley

Galvanised watering can, 
£19.50, Marks & Spencer

Cassandra Cross Back Bench, 
£202, Sweetpea & Willow

Sundial, £154; 
Georgian plinth £289, 
both Haddonstone
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Woven wirework 
arch, from £225, 
Garden Requisites



www.classicroses.co.uk   01953 454707 
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The Elegance of Roses

‘Handel’
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catalogue available 
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GARDEN NOTES

Adding a decorative bust or urn to the garden creates 
a focal point to draw the eye. Cast-stone specialist 
Haddonstone has an extensive collection of decorative 
pieces, including its special edition William Shakespeare 
bust (£399, left). Created for the 400th anniversary of 
the playwright’s death this year, it is available in a variety 
of natural stone colours. Alternatively, a more feminine 
look can be achieved by opting for a decorative urn or 
planter such as the Beatrice Urn by Sweetpea & Willow 
(£337). Exuding stately charm, this can be filled with 
bright summer flowers for a fresh, impactful look. 

Garden inspiration from the team on our sister title, The English Garden

THE ENGLISH HOME

Pretty in pink

A dramatic focal point

Peonies are generous flowers. 
These fluffy, long-lasting 
blooms blossom in a range of 
colours from bright white to 
yellow, peach, pink, coral and 
red. Tree peonies, which grow 
as a woody shrub, can contain 
a variety of shades in a single 
blossom. When in season, in 
May and June, they make a 
spectacular addition to bridal 
bouquets, as they are the very 
definition of romance. 

Herbaceous peonies die back 
to the ground each year and 
are borne on new green stems.

They are especially varied; 
coming in single, double and 
multi-petalled versions that 
are so huge they are called 
‘bombs’. Peonies are also 
well-behaved blossoms, 
easily trimmed and, like tulips, 
fun to watch as their petals 
open and progress through 
a long life cycle.

From June to August, the 
promise of sunshine offers 
a rare opportunity to sit 
back and enjoy the garden. 

Whether entertaining guests 
on the veranda, pruning rose 
bushes to perfection or simply 
reclining with a good book, 
there are few sweeter pleasures 
than those we discover in the 
summer garden. 

This year, why not invest 
in some key pieces of garden 
furniture that echo the English 
garden aesthetic? The Cox & 
Cox Spring/Summer 2016 
outdoor collection offers some 
excellent choices for cottage 
gardens and contemporary 
outdoor spaces. This elegant 
painted metal lounger (£200, 
below) provides a fitting way 
to relax in the sunshine. 

The RHS London Rose Show is 
celebrating the nation’s favourite 
flower with a spectacular 
two-day event. An impressive 
array of floral displays will 
transform the RHS Lawrence 
Hall into a vibrant celebration 
of these quintessential blooms. 
Visitors can glean advice on how 
to grow and nurture their own 
roses from specialist growers 
and florists, and talks and 
workshops promise to inform 
and inspire.

The show will run from 
10am-5pm on Friday 3 and 
Saturday 4 June. Admission 
is free for RHS members, and 
for non-members it costs £6 
in advance or £9 on the day. 

SUBSCRIBE
The English Garden, 
sister title of The English 
Home, is filled with 
inspirational gardens 
and seasonal planting 
ideas. Treat yourself 
to a trial subscription 
of three issues for just 
£7.50 (usually £12.60) 
– delivered to your door free of charge. 
Visit chelseamagazines.com/TEG-EH62 or 
call 01858 438854 and quote LTEGEH62.

English rose
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MAZEL IV ING
www.MazeLiving.co.uk

To order call  01440 710 673 or visit www.MazeLiving.co.uk

FREE Delivery
NORMALLY WORTH £65

100% Weatherproof
USE ALL YEAR ROUND

Maintenance Free
ULTRA DURABLE 

5 Year Guarantee
LONG LIFE FURNITURE

Winchester Corner Sofa Set

£899
NOW ONLY

SAVE
40%

Spring Sale Now On

£599
SAVE
30%

£999
SAVE
20%

SAVE
30%£699

FREE 
Parasol

£165
NOW 
ONLY

SAVE
25%

Winchester 4 Seat Dining Set

Winchester 2 Seat Sofa Set

Winchester patio Heater

Winchester Sofa Set 

NOW 
ONLY

NOW 
ONLY

NOW 
ONLY

SEE OUR 
FULL 

RANGE 
ONLINE

SAVE

40%
up to

http://www.MazeLiving.co.uk
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Living the dream
Fuelled by daydreams of a different 

lifestyle, we focus upon popular reasons 
to join the country set or simply sample 

a selection of country pursuits

ABOVE Coral scalloped-edge bedlinen,
from £20 for a pillowcase; tableware, 
bench and throw, all Sophie Conran.  
RIGHT Spring Bouquet Broderie Detail 
woven nightie, £45; Blossom Birds Stanley 
mug, £6.50, Cath Kidston.
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As a nation of animal lovers, many yearn to have outdoor animals 
or livestock as well as house pets roaming contentedly 
in our gardens and the surrounding countryside. 

A growing number are keen to keep livestock or would like to 
set up a smallholding, and keeping chickens or other poultry is 
a popular way to embark on such a venture, particularly as a 
relatively small amount of space is needed – two square metres for 
each bird. Visit poultrykeeper.com, omlet.co.uk and flytesofancy.co.uk 
for helpful advice, information and equipment. 

If starting a smallholding, there are many rules and regulations 
which need to be adhered to. For a simple step-by-step guide to 
smallholding, refer to the Smallholder magazine website listed 
below. Many established farms offer beginners’ courses in 
smallholding, such as River Cottage’s one-day smallholder 
course – visit rivercottage.net for more information. 

USEFUL RESOURCES 
•  For a guide to registering a 

smallholding, smallholder.co.uk/
news/927599.registering_a_holding/

•  The British Pig Association, 
britishpigs.org.uk

•  The Poultry Club of Great Britain, 
poultryclub.org

•  The British Llama Society, 
britishllamasociety.org 

LEFT Daisy coat, £112, Welligogs

FOR THE LOVE OF ANIMALS
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USEFUL RESOURCES 
•  Unique Homestays, uniquehomestays.com
•  Rural Retreats, ruralretreats.co.uk
•  The Little Domain, thelittledomain.com
•  The Big Domain, thebigdomain.com

ABOVE Butterfly Tree fabric, £58.33 a metre, 
pom pom trim, £15 a metre, Susie Watson 
RIGHT Wallflower Flower Baker, £39.95, 
Emma Bridgewater

LIFE AT A SLOWER PACELiving the dream Motivated by the space and tranquility 
we see around us, a move to the country 
often inspires a more relaxed way of 
life. The peaceful surroundings, fresh 
air, proximity to England’s verdant 
landscape and lack of light pollution all 
encourage a slower tempo, ambling along 
at nature’s pace – whether spending time 
outdoors or simply indulging in favourite 
activities at home.      
   If a permanent relocation is impossible, 
a compromise – perhaps a second home in 
the country – could provide the best of 
both worlds. Although being in town may 
be necessary for work and convenient for 
socialising during the week, a second 
home somewhere rural provides a place to 
escape to and settle into a relaxed lifestyle 
come the weekends and holidays. For 
those who cannot commit to either, 
renting a holiday cottage can offer 
somewhere to return to seasonally, 
opening the door to the holiday mood. It 
offers the possibility of cosy weekends 
spent curled up by a roaring fire and 
summertime bank holidays spent gathering 
wild flowers in the sunshine.  
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The community spirit found in England’s thriving villages is a refreshing contrast to  
constant digital activities, and encourages us to step away from technology and partake  
in local classes, talks and social occasions. Most villages have several key events in the 
social calender, often including a summer fete and cricket matches on the village green. 
Setting up and running stalls for a summer fair is a good way to integrate into village life.  
   There are also numerous quirky and fascinating customs held in villages across the 
country, from the World Stinging Nettle Eating Competition in the Dorset village of 
Marshwood to the Grasmere Sports, an event which dates back to 1852 and includes 
Cumbrian Wrestling. Visit calendarcustoms.com for a map of local British events.

USEFUL RESOURCES 
•    To discover award-winning country pubs,  

visit thegoodpubguide.co.uk
•  For themed decorations, visit  

talkingtables.co.uk
• Find a guide to running a charity fete at 

fundraisers-uk.co.uk/content/the-ultimate-
guide-to-running-a-charity-fete.php

MIDDLE Wallflower personalised trophy from 
£40, Emma Bridgewater

VILLAGE LIFE

For many, the sight of the natural world is uplifting  
to the soul. One of the biggest draws to move to the 
countryside is the chance to regularly venture out into 
scenic surroundings. In England, we enjoy a rich and 
varied terrain including hills and dales, canals, rivers 
and lakes, as well as woodlands and wild mountains.  
To find fresh ideas for new walks, either locally or 
further afield, walkingbritain.co.uk lists walks in each 
county, along with details of National Parks and Areas 
of Outstanding Natural Beauty. For serious walkers, 
ukhillwalking.com provides details of mountain routes, 
walking equipment and a directory of rambling clubs. 
    Familiar countryside can be enjoyed anew from  
a different perspective by taking to the water – visit 
canoe-england.co.uk/findaclub.aspx for a map of English 
canoing clubs. To stay on firm ground but take the 
pace up a notch, visit britishcycling.org.uk to find out 
where the nearest cycling club is and take part in  
either leisurely or competitive cycle rides. 

USEFUL RESOURCES 
•  For information on the countryside code, visit  

gov.uk/government/publications/the-countryside-code
•  Find the top ten secret English walks at  

nationaltrust.org.uk/features/top-10-secret-walks
• For woodland activities, visit woodlandtrust.org.uk
• To find canal walks, visit canalrivertrust.org.uk

THE GREAT OUTDOORS
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CONNECTING WITH 
THE SEASONS

The natural merry-go-round of seasonal 
signposts found in country lanes and 
gardens is a timely prompt to make the 
most of nature’s bounty. A satisfactory way 
of doing this is to make jams and chutneys 
and create lasting flavours of the seasons, 
from juicy strawberries tasting of summer 
sunshine to tangy blackberries, evocative of 
autumn. Visit thewi.org.uk for top tips and 
recipes from the Women’s Institute.

Foraging for food to include in seasonal 
recipes is an equally rewarding activity  
and one that is growing in popularity.  
The Forager’s Kitchen provides expert tips  
on where to find the best foraging spots, 
what to pick and easy recipes. There are 
foraging courses too, all over the country, 
such as the Seasonal Forage course at 
Thyme (thyme.co.uk) in Gloucestershire.      

USEFUL RESOURCES 
•  The Forager’s Kitchen by Fiona Bird, £16.99, 

published by CICO Books
•  For where to find wild garlic, visit 

nationaltrust.org.uk /features/ 
places-where-wild-garlic-grows 

•   For a directory of foraging courses, visit 
foodforagingcourses.co.uk





HSP GARDEN BUILDINGS LTD 
 

Summerhouses, Gazebos and Bespoke Structures 

Hampstead Court, Mildenhall, Suffolk, IP28 7AS 
w: www.hspgardenbuildings.com e: info@hspgardenbuildings.com 

t: +44 (0) 1638 583814 f: +44 (0) 1638 583815 
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The sight of children playing with great 
imagination in the open air warms the 
heart. Natural objects spark creativity, 
making the outdoors work fantastically in 
the world of make-believe: adventure books 
come to life as bushes become piratical 
hideaways and tunnels transform into  
lairs full of mythical creatures.

Although there are concerns over letting 
children roam completely out of sight, 
there are plenty of ways for them to enjoy 
being outdoors independently yet safely. 
Camping with friends in the back garden  
is always fun – visit littleadventureshop.co.uk 
for children’s camping equipment or,  
for an educational playtime outside, they 
could learn to garden with child-sized tools 
– spottygreenfrog.co.uk has a good selection.

USEFUL INFORMATION  
•  Bespoke large-scale play equipment, 

flightsoffantasy.co.uk
•  Bespoke treehouses, playhouses and castles, 

theplayhousecompany.co.uk
• Adventure holidays for children, pgl.co.uk

LEFT Twigwam, £180, Cox & Cox

FREE-RANGE 
CHILDREN

The phrase ‘from field to fork’ rings especially true in the countryside, with farms selling 
fresh produce locally. Aside from supporting local growers and shops, there is a wonderful 
sense of connection to the land to be gained from eating food grown merely hedgerows 
away and which is in season, rather than having been flown in from far-flung places.  
Visit farma.org.uk/members-map to find local farm shops and farmer’s markets. 
    An affinity to the surrounding countryside is also cultivated through decorating with 
traditionally-crafted products, made with local natural materials. The Crafts Council lists 
craftspeople countrywide – town and country based. Visit craftscouncil.org.uk/directory or, 
for local craft events, see ukcraftfairs.com

USEFUL RESOURCES 
•  To find out who the outstanding local food 

producers are, visit greattasteawards.co.uk
•  Find award-winning farm shops at  

farma.org.uk/award-winners/
•  Riverford Organic Farms delivers vegetable, 

fruit and meat boxes. To order, visit  
riverford.co.uk

• Find the best food festivals listed at 
thefestivalcalendar.co.uk

SHOPPING LOCALLY
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With a village green at the heart of many 
communities, sporting events are a popular 
part of country culture, with cricket being 
at the top of many village sporting lists.  
To find details of local clubs, competitions 
and county boards, the Cricket Directory 
at play-cricket.com is a good place to start.

Horses too are a large part of country  
life and, hence, so are horse trials – visit 
britisheventing.com/asp-net/fixtures/ for the 
calendar of national horse trials. 

If villages are near lakes and watersports 
parks, sailing may be an important part of 
the local culture. Visit rya.org.uk to discover  
the nearest sailing club.

Large country fairs offer a mixture of 
stalls and entertainment. Outstanding 
events include Chatsworth Country Fair 
and the RHS Malvern Autumn Show, 
which is highly rated for its breathtaking 
backdrop against the Malvern hills, see  
rhs.org.uk/shows-events for more details.

High-end festivals are gaining in 
popularity, particularly ones such as  
the Wilderness Festival which includes 
world-class chefs and a lakeside spa.

USEFUL RESOURCES
• List of county shows, ukcountyshows.co.uk
• Burghley Horse Trials, burghley-horse.co.uk
• Wilderness Festival, wildernessfestival.com
•  The Big Feastival, organised by Jamie Oliver 

and Alex James, thebigfeastival.com
• Illyria touring outdoor theatre, illyria.uk.com
•  Chalke Valley History Festival, the largest 

history festival in the UK, cvhf.org.uk

COUNTRY CULTURE

Thoughts of ‘the good life’ would not  
be complete without envisaging a glorious 
garden, replete with leafy rows of salad 
vegetables and bountiful fruit trees running 
alongside neatly mown lawns and clouds  
of brightly coloured blooms. 
      The practical matter of starting a 
vegetable patch or kitchen garden can  
be daunting, especially if the plot is large. 
To provide a head start, rocketgardens.co.uk 
deliver ready-to-plant baby organic fruit 
and vegetable varieties. 
     If planting from seed, RHS Fruit and 
Vegetable Gardening by Mike Pollock is a 
comprehensive gardener’s bible on growing 
fruit and vegetables. For those who wish  
to work towards self-sufficency and plan an 
edible garden that will provide a continual 
bounty of seasonal fruit and vegetables, 
eatseasonably.co.uk provides information  
on growing seasonal produce.
     More experienced gardeners may wish 
to experiment with more unusual crops. 
Visit chilternseeds.co.uk/vegetables-and-herbs/
new for inspiration and to peruse Chiltern 
Seeds’ new and heritage varieties.  n

USEFUL RESOURCES 
•  For advice from the Royal Horticultural  

Society on growing produce, visit  
rhs.org.uk/advice/grow-your-own

• The National Allotment Society, nsalg.org.uk
• A good online garden centre is crocus.co.uk
•  For garden equipment, visit  

gardentrading.co.uk/garden
•  See the top ten speedy vegetables to grow, at 

theenglishgarden.co.uk/expert-advice/
gardeners-tips/top_10_speedy_veg_1_2181246/ 

FRUITFUL GARDENS



T H E  F I N E S T  G L A S S H O U S E S
M O N E Y  C A N  B U Y

For our full range of glasshouses call or click 0800 783 8083
www.hartley-botanic.co.uk   Quoting Ref: EH

N O T H I N G  E L S E I S A  H A R T L E Y

HB1317 English Home UK June 2016 (230 x 300) AW_HB1317 English Home UK June 2016 (230 x 300) AW  21/04/2016  11:33  Page 1
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Many of us harbour the fantasy of a tranquil country 
life, whether full-time or just for weekends, but how 

easy is it to translate that dream into reality?

Call of the 

From young families in search of good schools and large gardens  
to empty-nesters seeking a bucolic lock-up-and-leave bolthole for 
weekend walks and a taste of country life, there are plenty of 
reasons for contemplating a move to the country. There are strong 

indications that more people than ever before are seriously attracted by the 
idea of moving out of the city – possibly because of the record differential 
between property prices in the city and the country, the uncertainties in 
the global economy or perhaps the changes to the structure of Stamp Duty. 

London has seen phenomenal property price inflation over the past few 
years, however some industry analysts suggest the tide may now be turning, 
or at least slowing somewhat, and there are signs that increasing numbers 
of people in London are looking to capitalise on the price differential with 
the rest of the country. There is also a new brand of second-home buyer 
joining the fray; significant numbers of people are capitalising on the high 
rental yields that homes in the capital can command, and are choosing to 
retain their London home whilst using the equity together with the rental 
income from it to fund another home in the country. 

It can be difficult to know where to begin without a specific geographic 
focus, such as family ties or a job relocation. “Most of my clients are 
essentially looking for a better quality of life,” suggests Henry Pryor, a 
buying agent and property-market commentator who sources properties  
all over the country. “Forget about the map. It’s often a case of balancing 
several factors – schools, jobs, access into town – but at the centre there  
is usually a desire for a better lifestyle.” 

“The topic of conversation amongst a lot of my friends living in  
south-west London was often about when – not if – they would move out,” 
explains Belinda Aspinall, who four years ago set up Life After London,  
a forum-based website where people can exchange information and 

COUNTRY

OPPOSITE Many people fantasise about the rural idyll, deep in the heart of the 
countryside, however it is vital to consider practicalities if the plan is to live there 
full-time. Such homes may often be ‘off grid’ with slow broadband speeds and  
no mobile signal, and ungritted minor roads may be impassable in harsh weather.  
TOP RIGHT The typical Georgian country farmhouse or village rectory is often 
beautifully proportioned and easily adapted for modern family living. 
MIDDLE A well-appointed boot room is a must for practical country living with 
plenty of space for coats, riding paraphernalia and muddy wellies.  
BOTTOM A thatched cottage surrounded by a garden brimming with country 
flowers is many people’s idea of the quintessentially English country home.
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experiences as well as provide honest, independent 
feedback with no ulterior motives. “I realised that 
people were finding it hard to find the information 
they needed to help them make that move. There is  
no doubt that local estate agents are a great source of 
information, but there is always the feeling that they 
are not going to be completely objective if they are 
keen to sell you a house.”  

On average, people move house seven times during 
their adult lives, as their focus changes from young  
and single to newly married to young family, and so  
forth. “A typical client for us would be a couple in their 
thirties with one child and a second one on the way,” 
explains Sharon Hewitt of Chiltern Relocation,  
a property-finding service which encompasses the  
Home Counties and Thames Valley areas. “Once  
people start looking at schooling in London, they soon 
realise that the options outside the city are much more 
attractive and achievable. Buckinghamshire is popular, 
for example, because it still has the grammar-school  
system. Then if they are also looking for additional 
bedrooms, a larger garden, off-street parking and to  
be walking distance from the train or tube station,  
they will be looking at having to find another two 
million pounds on top of the value of their existing 
house if they want to stay in town.” 

However, as Aspinall points out, the attraction for  
the ‘great move out’ is not restricted to any single 
factor or demographic group. “Initially, I didn’t  
realise the breadth of people involved,” she confesses. 
“In addition to the young families moving for better 
educational options, there is also a significant cohort 
of people who are nearing the end of their – often 
quite successful – careers and whose children have 
flown the nest. Plus, there is a growing number of 
much younger people who may be renting or may own 
a small flat, and realise that the first or next step up 
the property ladder has become unaffordable.”

It is not simply the cost of the property that needs to  
be taken into account. The transactional costs of moving 
house have soared, too. “Although changes to Stamp 
Duty brought into effect in April this year have helped 
those on the lower rungs of the property ladder, 
properties selling for a million pounds and over attract 
significantly higher rates, particularly for those buying 
second homes,” Pryor explains. “Factor in estate agents’ 
fees, solicitors’ bills and removal costs and you could  
be looking at a small fortune. It’s a huge financial 
commitment, so you want to make sure you get it right.”

More and more people are beginning to consider 
employing the services of an increasing number of 
buying agents who can help people find the right 

TOP LEFT  
Sweet rows of 
thatched cottages 
cluster around a 
peaceful green  
in this tranquil 
Northamptonshire 
village which has a 
history reaching back 
to Norman times.
ABOVE, LEFT  
A thriving pub  
is often at the heart  
of a rural community 
and has huge appeal 
for newcomers.
ABOVE, RIGHT  
Even tiny villages  
will usually have a 
Norman or Saxon 
church, close to 
which the most 
attractive houses  
can often be found.
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house. They are able to step back from the emotional 
aspects of the process and offer an expert insight  
into the business of securing the right property at the 
best price without laying all their cards on the table. 
“Whilst the average buyer might be able to secure a 
sale price of four per cent below the asking price, I can 
typically achieve a discount of around 14 per cent,” 
suggests Pryor. “Plus, around 40 per cent of what I  
buy for clients isn’t even on the market yet,” he adds. 

“Typically, a client will arrive with a list,” explains 
Hewitt. “They will say: ‘I want land, I want to be in the 
country, I want to be near a nice pub...’. Quite often they 
soon realise they will be spending their lives in their cars, 
taking children to schools and clubs, and end up living in 
a market town with a railway station. Most people coming 
from the city also want to be part of a community.”  

Whilst every situation is unique, the most important 
thing is to prioritise your requirements, such as if you 
will need to commute and how much you are prepared 
to invest in that – in terms of time and cash – as well 
as the needs of family members for services such as 
schools, public transport and shops. There are some 
excellent websites around, but there really is no 
substitute for actually spending a little time getting to 
know the area you are considering. “A lot of people 
spend hours on Right Move browsing through the 
houses, but actually you need to come out and put 
some pegs in the ground,” suggests Hewitt. “Only then 
you can really understand exactly what you want and 
what your money will get you.”  n

USEFUL RESOURCES
• Life After London A forum-based website  

filled with practical advice and information about 
all aspects of relocating from London.

 lifeafterlondon.com

• Chiltern Relocation An excellent source of 
information and advice on moving to the  
Thames Valley and Home Counties.

 chilternrelocation.com 
•  Buying Agents The following offer a countrywide 

service: henrypryor.com; stacks.co.uk

• Compare My Move Easy-to-navigate 
comparison website for removal services. 
comparemymove.com 

•  National Rail Season Ticket Calculator  
Works out travelling times and rail-travel costs 
countrywide. ojp.nationalrail.co.uk

• Locrating Fount of information about schools, 
both state and independent, by geographical 
area with all-important data concerning exam 
results, fees and catchment areas. 

 locrating.com

• National Grammar Schools Association  
News and information about grammar schools.

 ngsa.org.uk

• Broadband Speedchecker Check the available 
broadband speed and compare packages and 
deals for your chosen location.

 broadbandspeedchecker.co.uk

ABOVE Nestling 
beneath the slopes of 

Shenbarrow Hill, 
Stanton is one of the 
most quintessentially 

English villages of the 
Cotswolds, with its 

pretty stone cottages,  
medieval church  
and welcoming 

village pub.
 ABOVE, RIGHT  

Large estates, such 
as Chatsworth often 

have a number of 
estate cottages on 

their land that are no 
longer required for 
estate workers and 

are available to rent.
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Now, as a reader of The English Home, 
you can benefit from special rates 
on home and contents cover placed 
through leading insurance advisers 
Smith Greenfield.

This carefully researched insurance 
opportunity has been specially created 
for high net worth individuals and 
is available to homeowners whose 
properties are valued at over £250,000 

or whose home contents is worth more  
than £75,000.  

It comes with many benefits that 
standard high-street policies do not 
offer, and readers of The English Home 
will receive preferential rates and access 
to products only available through 
expert independent advisers. Equally 
importantly, claims will be settled 
promptly and without fuss. 

•  Warranty-free policies – your property 
is still covered even if you fail to set 
your alarm

•  The cost of alternative 
accommodation if your home 
becomes uninhabitable

•  Cover for garden furniture, statues 
and equipment

•  Family travel insurance, including for 
children travelling on their own

A beautiful home…
DESERVES PROPER PROTECTION

THE ENGLISH HOME INSURANCE OFFER PREFERENTIAL 
TERMS

Having spent precious time creating your beautiful home, it is important  
to ensure that you have the right insurance cover in place to safeguard  

your house, valuables and lifestyle

Call: 020 8603 3730 
Visit: www.smithgreenfield.co.uk

Special benefits  
can include:

For a free quote or more information: 

for readers of  
The English Home

http://www.smithgreenfield.co.uk


Liz Earle

*Take out an annual subscription to Liz Earle Wellbeing (RRP £19.96 including P&P**)
for just £14.97, and enjoy our Summer 2016 edition completely free of charge.

Simply visit www.lizearlewellbeing.com/subscribe, enter the code SUMMER16 at the checkout.

O�er available until midnight on Thursday 30th June. Terms and conditions apply – full details at www.lizearlewellbeing.com  
** Free P&P applies to UK addresses only.

The new bestselling quarterly magazine from the 
wellbeing and beauty guru Liz Earle will keep you 

looking good and feeling great all season long, with 
delicious, nutritious family recipes and the very best  

natural health and beauty advice.

ENJOY 
A FREE ISSUE OF

WHEN YOU 
SUBSCRIBE

*

liz earle ad_NEW.indd   2 19/04/2016   08:19
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SENSATIONAL
SUMMER 
RECIPES

Plant 
Power

Simple 
slimming 

suppers

FABULOUS 
FLORAL 
CRAFTS

WHY SEAWEED KEEPS US 
CLEAN AND LEAN

BEACH ESCAPES:
BEST BRITISH GETAWAYS

plus
  Cooling cocktails, clean cakes 
                 and much more...

HOLIDAY TREATS FOR  
SHINIER HAIR

WELLBEING WISDOM YOU CAN TRUST

GOOD 
   MOOD 
FOODBloom!

Living well 
    inside & out
GUT HEALTHY
How marvellous 
microbes keep us well 

SAY BYE-BYE TO
CELLULITE…
FOREVER!

Juice or 
smoothie –
which is best?

WIN 
AN EXQUISITE
TEA SET WORTH £215
SUMMMER 2016

£4.99/€7.00 
QUARTERLY

Liz Earle
with fresh new
   seasonal recipes

Celebrate
  spring

plus
 Lovely lips,
   declutter tips 
 and much more

BRIGHT STAR
KIT KEMP
on creating colour

DESKERCISE
Tone up while 
you work

SCRAP 
SCREEN TIME
In need of a  
digital detox?
 

WIN 
A LUXURY 

JUICER
WORTH £150

Cook up the best
EASTER 

FEAST
SUNNY  

SIDE UP!
Protein-power 

egg dishes

The perfect 
Persian lunch

SPRING 2016

FABULOUS FEEL-GOOD
LOW-CAL SUPPERS

10 TOP HERBS FOR
HEALTH & VITALITY

MAKE-UP MASTERCLASS
FOR FRESH SPRING BEAUTY

£4.99/€7.00 
QUARTERLY
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Facebook Liz Earle Wellbeing

Instagram Liz Earle Wellbeing

Twitter @LizEarleWb

YouTube Liz Earle Wellbeing

Pinterest Liz Earle Wellbeing

Vine @Liz Earle Wellbeing

Periscope Liz Earle (@LizEarleMe)

For all of Liz’s latest news and advice 
on looking good and feeling great, 
follow Liz and the Wellbeing Team on:

lizearlewellbeing.com
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made in England
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To find out more visit: SILVERWOODshutters.co.uk 
info@SILVERWOODshutters.co.uk 

Leicestershire - London
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Be well equipped to embrace all that country life has to 
offer. Long woodland walks are infinitely more enjoyable 
when wearing suitably sturdy footwear, a waxed jacket  
for protection from unexpected squalls, and not forgetting  
a small tot of liquid amber in a handy hip flask. A bicycle, 
complete with wicker basket, allows farther-flung forays 
along meandering country lanes – stopping every now  
and then to pick berries – and provides an understated, 

Country life

1

2

5

6

7

8

4

3

MAIN: MELLOW RIDER Britannia bicycle in Old English White, £625, Pashley Cycles 1. A QUICK SNIFTER Ted Baker Stag hip flask, £25, John 
Lewis 2. HEAD FOR STYLE Willow Fedora with mink/chambray grosgain ribbon and gold ring, £319, Penmayne 3. POETIC HOMAGE Favourite 
Poems of the Countryside, £14.95, Pavilllion Books 4. MUDDY WALKS Longford boots, £349, Dubarry 5. ALFRESCO SETTING Navy blue and grey 
waterproof picnic rug, £99, The British Blanket Company 6. TOUCH OF TWEED Eggshell spring tweed coat, £395, Brora 7. CUT A DASH Charcoal 
Goroka scarf in wool/silk mix by Sabina Savage, £330, William & Son 8. SADDLE UP Sway leather handbag in light tan, £215, Village England 
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9. LEATHER LOVE Luxury hand-stitched shopper, £365, Jinny Wessel 10. YOUNG EXPLORERS Nature Trail binoculars, £3.95, cloth-ears.co.uk  
11. PERFECT PICNIC Goodwood Picnic Hamper with four-person place setting, £612 (also available with two- or six-person place settings), 
Amberley Hampers 12. NAME TAG Brass Paw Dog Tag, £49.50, Mungo & Maud 13. LITTLE LOOKOUT Treehouse, £6,575 (including delivery and 
installation), The Playhouse Company 14. DOG’S DINNER Dog’s Trust bowl, £28, Fenella Smith 15. RAIN & SHINE  Iona Vent Wax Jacket, £229, 
Barbour 16. ON SHOW Glenbrook dog collar, £59; Bellingham dog neckerchief, £20, both Dubarry 17. TO MARKET Trugs, from £27.95, Sarah Raven

9

10

11

12

16

15
14

17

graceful means of transport to the local farmers’ market.  
A child’s interest in adventure and nature is to be avidly 
encouraged, perhaps with a magnificent treehouse or 
simply with some equipment to help track, view and  
record wildlife sightings. Naturally, the well-equipped 
country home will take into account any furry or feathered 
friends – perhaps with a smart name tag and cosy dog bed, 
the warmest horse blanket or an inviting chicken coop. 
Finally, for the most nostalgic of country pursuits,  
a well-planned picnic is nicest with proper cutlery and a dry 
spot to sit – whether far from the madding crowd or amongst 
the hustle and bustle of an evening at an open-air opera. n

13
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www.kirkdale.co.uk
FOR A FREE BROCHURE CALL 01495 243999

Windsor 3 seater sofa was £849 - NOW ONLY £699

TRADITIONAL BRITISH 
UPHOLSTERY

by 

129 X 99 WINDSOR ARM_Layout 1  20/04/2016  16:50  Page 1

Made in Britain

The fi nest quality and widest range of carpet bags available today are 
produced and well made by crafts people in the United Kingdom. 

Unique bags that are timeless classics any owner would be proud to 
possess. Strong yet lightweight, these hardwearing bags, made from 

real traditional patterned carpet, make wonderful gifts.

Please 
quote ref: 

EH06 to receive 

your FREE 

tapestry purse 

for orders 
over £100

T: +44 (0)1379 898 021
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NATURAL WOOD

STAYS LIGHT

POLYX®-OIL RAW:  Retains the wood’s natural light colour

Call us
01296 481220

Learn more
osmouk.com

MICROPOROUS  |  NATURAL  |  OIL-WAX BASED  |  DURABLE  |  HIGH COVERAGE

56

Individual waters-edge,
village & rural cottages set in

enchanting & picturesque
positions. 

Sleeping 2 – 8.

Available throughout the year.
Dogs welcome.

Telephone: 01326 375972

www.creeksidecottages.co.uk

Creekside 
Cottages

Cornwall

Made in England
www.dorisandco.co.uk

Creamware pottery.
Gifts beautiful, dutiful and wise.

FREE P&P until 31st May 
with code EHMAY16
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OUGHTFUL GIFTS
•The one you buy

for the Poppet
in your life

Doris EH May16.indd   1 14/03/2016   07:56

Free UK P&P.  Enter code EH0516 at checkout (exp. 31/05/16).

hihosilver.co.uk
01460 221 006

Down to 
Earth 

Elegance
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Recently, there has been an influx of townies 
into our village. On the whole they are nice 
people, although they do have some rather 
odd ways. I have been thinking hard about 

how one might educate them on how etiquette differs 
slightly here, but I keeping drawing a blank. 

After a particularly trying morning, when parking 
outside the village shop got completely out of hand, 
I suggested handing out booklets on common manners, 
but Mr M convinced me that this, in itself, would be 
impolite. It is his view that one should lead by example 
and, of course, this is true. However, I do worry that 
such an approach could take years to bring about change, 
by which time the village could be in utter disarray. The 
trouble with the townies is they simply do not understand 
that there are traditions which must be upheld. 

Firstly, there is a dress code: in the country, we dress 
for the weather and to blend in. Standing out and being 
different is not something we embrace when it comes 
to the sartorial. Wellington boots provide the perfect 
example: these should be green, black or – at an absolute 
push – navy blue. They should on no account be pink, 
patterned or – worst of all – pink and patterned at the 
same time. This rule can be broken by small children, 
but even so, wellingtons should be plain. 

Complaining is acceptable if it is about the weather, 
something one reads in the newspaper or one’s own 
husband. It is not good form to complain that the village 
shop does not stock chia seeds, or about anything 
quintessentially country, such as the noise made by cows. 
Yes, a woman did actually visit her neighbour, a farmer, to 
ask him to get his cows to keep the noise down. 

There is little point moving somewhere and then trying 
to change everything about it. That would be like 
marrying a man whose habits grate on one, and then 

spending a lifetime trying to obliterate them. Actually, 
I can see why that may not be the best example, but 
I am sure you can see what I mean. 

Cars are important when it comes to living in the 
country. Anything too flash will immediately cause 
suspicion. A neighbour who was born in the village 
actually owns a Ferrari, but has the good grace to keep 
it in a garage on the edge of the village, and drives it 
only when going to London. He keeps an ancient Golf 
to potter to the village shop and garden centre and, 
although everyone knows about his Italian extravagance, 
it is never mentioned. 

If one chooses to drive a 4x4, please learn to handle it 
properly. The number of school-run mothers behind the 
wheel of huge cars that block the narrow lanes of our 
rural idyll has grown in recent years and they cause 
nothing but bad feeling. Children are, 
by their very nature, small, so do 
not need to be driven around 
in monster vehicles out of 
which they cannot see. 

A car that is too clean will 
also cause raised eyebrows. 
Most villagers drive cars 
which seem to be held 
together with dog hair 
and sweet wrappers. 
On the subject of 
dogs, you need one. 
Actually, you need 
two. An only dog 
is unusual in 
deep rural areas, 
and it causes 
people to 
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Mrs Minerva Writes...

BELOW RIGHT
Chocolate labradors 
are the perfect 
country companion 
– but to truly blend in, 
you need two dogs.

The art of

LIVING IN 
THE COUNTRY
Passionate about quintessential English 
customs, our incognito columnist reminds us 
to do the best things in life in the most elegant 
fashion, always with a twinkle in her eye 
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wonder how this situation has come about. Was there 
another hound that died? Villagers of four generations 
standing will find it upsetting. 

The list of suitable dogs has grown longer over recent 
years and crossbreeds are now perfectly acceptable.
Working dogs are preferable to small, fluffy white ones,  
as they are just impractical with all the mud around. Dogs 
do not need to be matching pairs; it is, for example, 
perfectly appropriate to have a spaniel or labrador 
alongside something small and fun, such as  
a dachshund or pug. 

Consideration to one’s neighbours oils the wheels of 
village life. Feuds, once they begin, can be utterly divisive. 
If someone annoys one, it is best to make feelings known 
quickly and politely to stop any rot setting in. Parking 
spaces are often a bone of contention in my locality. For 
the avoidance of doubt, it is considered impolite to park 
in front of one’s neighbours’ house unless they have 
expressly stated that it is acceptable so to do. This is 
particularly important around our village green where the 
houses do not have garages or driveways. 

Poaching of any kind is frowned upon, whether it is 
game, one’s husband or – perhaps worst of all – the 
nanny. One should also refrain from feeding one’s 
neighbours’ cats in case they decide to defect. 

If someone enquires after one’s health, always effusively 
confirm one is in fine fettle and all is good in the world. 
People do not want to have to deal with crass and 
troubling health issues. The exception to this rule comes 
with any broken bone, when everyone will naturally want 
to hear the story of how it happened. 

Showing off is to be discouraged. If someone in a 
village describes how well their hedge fund is doing or 
that their son has just got a first from Oxford, then it is  
a duty to change the subject to something mundane, 
preferably the weather. Competition and one-upmanship 
can spread like wildfire if not nipped in the bud. 
Competitiveness is best kept for village cricket matches. 

Good manners rank above all else when it comes to 
village life. Bake cakes for others, give out homemade jam, 
invite people for tea, swap skills and, above all else, realise 
that while village life can be a privilege, it can also be 
tough. The winter months, for example, will be longer 
and harder if one has alienated those who might 
otherwise have been willing to pull one out of a ditch 
when one has skidded off the road in the snow. 

In closing, it is with a sad heart that I must inform you 
that I, too, am moving on. After many years of listening 
to Mr M yearn for adventure, I have finally given in and 
agreed to join him on a year-long bird-watching world 
tour. I do not often say this, but he is a good husband 
and, now the children are settled, I must occasionally 
indulge his whims. I shall miss you all, it has been such  
a pleasure to write for the magazine. But I must admit,  
I am a tiny bit excited at the idea of new horizons ...  n

OBJECTS OF DESIRE  
These covetable country delights are  
the perfect accessories for village life

House guests tend to stay longer when you live in the country. 
One’s London friends tend to arrive frazzled on a Friday evening 
and stay until just after Sunday lunch, leaving one 
with beds to strip and a huge pile of washing up. 
To have something more pleasant to remember 
the weekend, it pays to have a visitors’ book. 
Flowers die and chocolates get eaten, but lovely 
comments in a gorgeous book last forever. I love 
Liberty’s Floral Garden Silk Screen Guest Book.  
liberty.co.uk

THE VISITORS 

Mrs Minerva Writes...

COUNTRY FASHION

Country people love their dogs. It is a given and, while they are  
not the sort of pampered pooches one sees carried around in 
handbags, do not underestimate the devotion country-dwellers  
feel for man’s best friend. Country dogs eat well because we 
understand that a well-fed dog is generally a well-behaved one.  
My own dogs are currently trying out a new gourmet food made  
by Cuffleberry & Co. Recipes include Pork, Ham, Apple & Celery 
with Herbs and Venison, Duck, Cranberry & Green Beans. Mr M 
and I did chuckle at it being described as ‘restaurant quality’, but 
the dogs adored it and, frankly, I have never seen anyone look that 
excited over supper in our local pub. 
cuffleberryandco.com

IT’S A DOG’S LIFE 

When it comes to country style, less is most definitely more. One 
should play down one’s sartorial style as soon as one leaves the 
motorway. In the country, it is all about longevity and practicality. 
Think aged Barbour jackets, good quality but well-worn jeans and 
footwear that will hold up. Personal favourites of mine in the boots 
department include anything sturdy by Penelope Chilvers and 
Dubarry. Wellingtons are a somewhat trickier choice. I did love my 
Hunters, but now they seem more appropriate for Glastonbury 
than a trip across the fields. So I am taking a leaf out of the 
Duchess of Cambridge’s book and wearing Le Chameau boots with 
pride. Yes, they are French, but my goodness they are comfortable. 
lechameau.com

The right boots do count in a boot room. 
Earthworks Byzantium Bronze tiles,  

£59.95 a square metre, Original Style
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THE ENGLISH HOME’S CHOICE – favourite places to visit

OPEN
1st MAY TO 25th SEPTEMBER

SELECTED DAYS

WWW.HOUGHTONHALL.COM

NORFOLK

www.woburnabbey.co.uk

FIND US ON

Enjoy a stroll through history at Woburn Abbey and admire 
one of the finest private art collections in the world

Explore the award-winning gardens

Treat yourself at the Duchess’ Tea room

•

•

opEn 
dAily
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Borde Hill’s 17th Annual Sculpture Exhibition
See the garden transformed into an outdoor gallery with figurative & abstract 

works in bronze, resin,stone, metalwork, stained glass and ceramics.

www.bordehill.co.uk • T: 01444 450326 
Haywards Heath, West Sussex RH16 1XP

Sculpture Exhibition
1st May–30th September 2016
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ACCOMMODATION

To advertise call +44 (0) 207 349 3700  
or email: info@chelseamagazines.com

Directory

BEDROOMS

FLOORING SERVICE

May we invite you to the coastal resort of Grange over Sands, within easy 
reach of the Lake District, and to stay at our comfortable hotel overlooking 

the picturesque coastline of Morecambe Bay.
April 25th-July 3rd  Any 4-night break from £361.00pp D,B&B.

Park Road, Grange-over-Sands, LA11 7HQ
Tel. 015395 33026.  www.clarehousehotel.co.uk

Clare House

Inspectors’ Choice Hotel 

Clare House
Located on the picturesque coastline of Morecambe Bay,  

within easy reach of the Lake District.
April 23rd – July 1st any four night break from  

£366.00 pp D, B & B
Park Road, Grange-over-Sands, LA11 7HQ

Tel. 015395 33026.  www.clarehousehotel.co.uk

May we invite you to the coastal resort of Grange over Sands, within easy 
reach of the Lake District, and to stay at our comfortable hotel overlooking 

the picturesque coastline of Morecambe Bay.
April 25th-July 3rd  Any 4-night break from £361.00pp D,B&B.

Park Road, Grange-over-Sands, LA11 7HQ
Tel. 015395 33026.  www.clarehousehotel.co.uk

Clare House

Inspectors’ Choice Hotel 

BEDS AND BEDROOM FURNITURE FLOORING SERVICE

01509 234000  |  www.floorsofstone.com

www.snug-interiors.com   �   01730 894 754

Beds, mattresses, bed linen, furniture, sofa beds and home accessories

www.snug-interiors.com   �   01730 894 754

Beds, mattresses, bed linen, furniture, sofa beds and home accessories

www.snug-interiors.com   �   01730 894 754

Beds, mattresses, bed linen, furniture, sofa beds and home accessories

www.snug-interiors.com   �   01730 894 754

Beds, mattresses, bed linen, furniture, sofa beds and home accessories

www.snug-interiors.com   �   01730 894 754

Beds, mattresses, bed linen, furniture, sofa beds and home accessories

G E N E R A T I O N S
1 8 4 1

A G E D  O A K  F L O O R I N G
- -

Fully compatible with under floor heating
Every board is entirely planed by hand

Carefully aged and polished by hand to simulate years of wear
0 1 5 0 9  2 1 0  3 2 1   W W W . G E N E R A T I O N S . C O . U K

Untitled-1   1 14/04/2016   12:20:08 PM
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FURNITURE AND JOINERY

PUBLISHERS

Submissions and 
samples welcomed.

All work considered, 
no agent required.

Visit us at 
www.theenglishhome.co.uk

LONDON PUBLISHER
WILL ARRANGE  
PUBLICATION  

OF YOUR BOOK

Printing works also undertaken
Letter only in the first instance to: 

The Editor, New Millennium
34 South Molton Street

London W1K 5RG

www.newmillenniumpublishers.com

Visit us at www.theenglishhome.co.uk PETS

TREEHOUSES

TILES

Beautiful British Dog Beds – Stylish, Practical and Built to Last
Telephone 01264 861143              www.berkeleydogbeds.co.uk    

Beautiful British Dog Beds – Stylish, Practical and Built to Last
Telephone 01264 861143              www.berkeleydogbeds.co.uk    

Playahead Design make and 
install a fantastic

range of bespoke treehouses.

Check out the new website for 
galleries of the huge number

of unique projects completed at 
www.playahead.org.uk.

Call Jerry direct on 07854 084958 
or email him at 

jerry@playahead.org.uk 
to find out more.
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MISCELLANEOUS TILING

All of our furniture is hand built to order in the UK using the
finest quality fabrics and leathers. Choose from an extensive 

range of standard contemporary and traditional models, 
including different 

All models can 
Chesterfield styles and chaise longues. 

be made-to-measure to suit individual 
requirements using one of the UK’s widest choice of leather 
and fabric. All standard furniture is normally delivered to UK 

mainland within 6-8 weeks from order time.

The Handmade Sofa Company, Unit 4, Manor Farm Business Centre,
Gussage St Michael, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 5HT.

TEL: 01258 841414 
www.handmadesofacompany.co.uk

THE HANDMADE
 SOFA COMPANY

� www.subscriptionsave.co.uk/LCP14
℡ 0844 848 8041 and quote LMMLFE14

SAVE
77%  

If you're a smallholder with livestock, growing your own crops, 
or a city dweller dreaming of the Good Life, Country 

Smallholding is the magazine for you. Every issue 
includes a FREE copy of Poultry magazine.

T&Cs: 3 issues for £3 is by Direct Debit only, you may cancel at any time. After your first 
3 issues your subscription will continue at a 25% saving there after. Offer ends: 31/12/15

ISSUES
FOR £3 3

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
RISK-FREE OFFER TODAY!
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MISCELLANEOUS

THE HANDMADE SOFA COMPANY
All of our furniture is hand built to order in the UK using the finest
quality fabrics and leathers. Choose from an extensive range of
standard contemporary and traditional models, including different
Chesterfield styles and chaise longues. All models can be made-
to-measure to suit individual requirements using one of the UK’s
widest choice of leather and fabric. All standard furniture is
normally delivered to UK mainland within 4-6 weeks from order
time.

The Handmade Sofa Company, Unit 4, Manor Farm Business Centre,
Gussage St Michael, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 5HT.

Tel 01258 841414 
www.handmadesofacompany.co.uk

www.alifewithaview.com

A View of England - The Cottage 

Green, bright notes of rosemary and 
bergamot segue into a beautiful garden, 
filled with an enthralling bouquet of sweet 
pea, lilac and wisteria, atop a base of woods, 
amber and a hint of smoke. Creates a perfect 
impression of a rural retreat. An architectural 
fragrance for the 21st Century.

To advertise in the English Home please call 
+44 (0) 20 7349 3700 or email: info@chelseamagazines.com

GIFTS AND FURNISHINGS

Tel: 01243 552346
www.artontiles.co.uk

ART ON TILES
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www.theenglishhome.co.uk

VISIT OUR WEBSITE for decorating inspiration, behind-the-scenes insights,  
interviews with English talents, and guest blogs from leading interior designers  

PLUS Exclusive profiles of  some of  the most high profile names in interior design

Katherine Pooley David Linley Nina Campbell Kit Kemp Sally Storey
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Coming next month
ON SALE 1 JUNE

Embrace summer, discover the beauty of natural 
materials and be seduced by gorgeous textiles 

and buys inspired by flora and fauna

• Stone, oak and natural flooring for temptingly tactile interiors
• Stylist Selina Lake reveals how to use gorgeous botanical motifs

• Lovely linens – our curation of quality fabrics for every need

theenglishhome.co.uk

Antikbar
Tel 020 7352 9309
antikbar.co.uk

Cotteswood
Tel 01608 641858 
cotteswood.co.uk

Decorative Antiques UK
Tel 01580 860317
decorativeantiquesuk.com

Ennys Farmhouse
Tel 01736 740262
ennys.co.uk

George Spencer Designs
Tel 020 7584 3003
georgespencer.com

Howe
Tel 020 7730 7987
howelondon.com 

John McCall Interior Design
Tel 01635 578007
mccalldesign.co.uk

Kingcome Sofas
Tel 020 7244 7747 
kingcomesofas.co.uk

Lorford Antiques 
Tel 01666 505111
lorfordsantiques.com

The Lucky Onion
Tel 01242 822939
theluckyonion.com

Original House
Tel 07909 581411
original-house.co.uk

Pilgrim Antiques 
Tel 01404 41219

Rue des Fontenelles
Tel 01647 432381
ruedesfontenelles.co.uk

Three Thieving Magpies
threethievingmagpies.co.uk

West Country Cookers
Tel 01548 830069
westcountrycookers.com

ADDRESS 
BOOK

Follow us on Twitter @englishhometeam and 
Pinterest at pinterest.com/theenglishhome
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Kent-based business The Oak & Rope 
Company makes bespoke gifts, from 
chopping boards to swings and coat racks

When I was six I wanted to be a carpenter,” says 
Jeanette Neiman, owner of The Oak & Rope 
Company. “I watched my parents build our  
house in Norway, and what I loved most about 

that was making things out of wood.” 
Years later, after inheriting a set of woodworking tools from  

her father-in-law, she revisited the skills her grandfather had taught 
her as a child and rekindled her passion for oak. “It was a good 
friend’s birthday and I decided to make her a garden swing from 
English oak. It boasted Alice in Wonderland proportions and  
I engraved it with the name of my friend’s house. Everyone loved 
it and I felt a real sense of pride and achievement,” she says. 

In 2009, this gift idea led Jeanette to launch her business, 
specialising in making personal commissions such as wedding  
cake stands engraved with a couple’s vows or key rings with funny 
memories inscribed in oak. “I am often moved by the heartfelt 
messages and anecdotes,” she says.  

The oak pieces are designed and made with functionality and  
beauty in mind. Green or unseasoned English oak – whose patina 
develops over time – is used for exterior products such as benches 
and house signs, and super prime Italian oak is used for interior 
products that need to withstand central heating. All the chopping 
boards are carefully constructed using several pieces of solid oak  
to prevent warping and minimise cracking. A mineral oil can also 
be applied to help protect kitchen and interior pieces. 

From humble beginnings, the company today has a 14-strong  
team of carpenters, wood carvers, apprentices and a cabinet maker 
at the rural Kent workshop which adjoins Jeanette’s farmhouse. 
“We thrive on the strength of the team,” says Jeanette. “The 
time-honoured craft of woodworking and the love, care and 
attention that everyone feels for what we make is invested into 
every gift. I feel that the extra effort to make a really special gift 
is always worth it. We know it’s the thought that counts.”  n
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Authentically 
ENGLISH

TOP AND MIDDLE RIGHT The company’s beautiful rope swings with  
hand-engraved words, from £125 for a small swing.
MIDDLE LEFT A close-up of the hand-engraving process.
BOTTOM These versatile glass-domed, hand-engraved cake stands  
are available in two sizes and come in three parts so that they can  
be taken apart and stored easily, from £245. 
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From planters, fountains and statues to balustrades, porticos and follies 

– our stonework designs look fabulous when new and grow ever-more 

distinguished as they age.

Browse our unrivalled collection online or call to request a catalogue.

haddonstone.com 01604 770711
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